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CRAPl'ER

I

THE PROBLEM OF DECISION MAKING IN SOCIAL PLANNING
1.

Introduction:

The Problem

This paper addresses itself to the problem of the analysis of
the decision making processes in the area of Human Resources PlanPlan
ning.

Planning in human services has come to the fore in recent

times due to a number of socio-economic conditions that were seldom
considered as part of the planning effort in the implementation of
service delivery.

These conditions presented a unique combination

of inflationary pressures that tended to limit the resource base and
an economic recession that created pressures for a greater demand
for services.

The resultant shrinkage of the tax base, inflationary

ser
devaluation of the funds available and increasing pressure for services placed human resource planners in a difficult position with
respect to decision making in the allocation of funds for services.
At all levels of government there were decisions that retained some
programs at the expense of others, cuts were made in some programs
while other aspects were increased in funding, etc.

examina
Upon examina-

tion the rationale for these decisions revealed no common logic, and
political interpretations alone prove at best to be post hoc for
the understanding of the decision processes involved.

The purpose

of this paper is to develop a model that will allow the examination
of the decision making process within the context of administrative
change.

Specifically the problem of the effect of fiscal limitations
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and constraints as they affect the operations of various state propro
grams for the elderly in Oregon and the proposed shift in these to
the Department of Human Resources will form the focus for inquiry.
quantifica
The model will seek to provide a means for the potential quantification of the decision processes and will generate predictions of those
decisions involved in proposed administrative changes.
The underlying assumption of this approach is that the decision
processes involved in a complex delivery-administrative and policy
network is polymophus

in nature; no single consistant set of shared

assumptions or criteria for action is present throughout the entire
system.

In such a situation the knowledge of what factors enter

into a decision process and the various different weightings given
to those factors by decision makers located at different points
within the decision making process should prove useful to administraadministra
tors in gaining acceptance for their particular programs from
political and managerial personnel who control the funding for such
programs.
This paper does not aim at affecting a change in the decision
process per se; the procedures that have developed over time may in
fact serve a purpose (e.g., informal political relationships) that
goes beyond the decision making apparatus within the area of human
resources.

The paper does however seek to delinate the process and

to provide a potentially measurable conceptualization of that process.
In doing so, it is felt that the research will have both practical
value for those directly involved in the decision making process

itself, and a theoretical value in making some of the contexts for
decision clear and so open the way for revising some of the assumpassump
tions about managerial and political behavior that now predominate
in these areas.
As noted above, the research design utilized in this paper will
seek to create a potential for quantifying the decision process.
Such a potential is both desirable and possible, and can provide an
index with which the political outcomes for various proposals might
be predicted.

The process by which variables are derived and the

differences in import which accrue to them in different situations
are discussed in the context of a model of the decision process.
The model is then used to generate several hypotheses and these will
be used to predict behaviors through the application of an analytanalyt
ical instrument derived from the model which is designed to elicit
the variations in weightings for the decision variables.

2.

The Purpose of Social Planning
Social planning is an enterprise that has grown in importance

in the last several decades.

All social enterprises presume some

sort of planning, but a conscious effort to spell out the particular
objectives of planning is a relatively new phenomenon (Neghandi,

1975:21-38).
197 5: 21-38).
As Morris and Binstock point out, social planning may be used
to replace such amorphus concepts as "community organization,
politics, civil education, and social action (Morris and Binstock,

4
1966z3).

Social planning in their conception is a more objective

approaoh that seeks to more clearly specify its goals and objectives

1966:15-24).

(Morris and Binstock,
Bolan

and Nuttall see planning as a decision process that

unfolds over time under the influence of a series of surrounding
variables.

This process is seen as occurring in various stages; each

stage in turn being characterized by a varying configuration of four
basic elements.

As the weightings of these four elements change,

the next stage emerges (Bolan and Nuttall, 1975:36ff).
The four elements that constitute the pressures that surround
a decision in the planning process are identified as:
specialization; (2)
strategies and (4)

formal and informal networks; (3)

(1)

role

planning

ideological issues within the planning group,

(Bolan and Nuttall 1975:26-32).

It is in the interplay of these four

elements that the various pressures that oharacterize the atmosphere
of planning takes place.

The place of decision making is important

in that it is in this sphere that there is a hiatus between the
technical aspects of the plan and those possibilities that the
political climate will endorse and support the plan.
While social planning has numerous objectives; planning with
respect to decision making may be understood as falling under the
following conceptions:
1.

Social planning seeks to clearly identify the
problems, resources and means for application
of these resources to the problem.

For decision
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makers this involves the specification of the
various alternatives available for the definidefini
tion and solution of a problem.
2.

Social planning should establish a clear set
of priorities within and between any set of
policy alternatives.

This means that the

planning exercise needs to provide the decision
maker with a clear picture of the logical
requisites for the implementation of a plan
re
(e.g., a PERT or similar statement with respect to the alternatives being considered.)

3.

Social planners need to be aware of the
effects of operations in one area or on one set
of problems upon other areas of the social
network.

'l'he decision maker needs to realize
real ize
'I'he

that his actions with respect toward any given
alternative will have wider effects than are
usually specified in the proposal before
him/her.

4.

Finally, social planners need to be aware of
the limitations of intervention.

The decision

maker often finds himself the agent of imposing
such limitations--e.g., budget constraints,
political constraints, etc.--to a proposed
course of action.
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If we accept these four objectives for social planning in relarela
tion to the decision making process, certain basic problems that form
a cluster around the decision making process emerge as important to
the decision process.

These problems have often been ignored in the

analysis of decision making in social service agencies (Neghandi,
1975:1-15).

It is in reference to these problems that the model of

the decision process was designed.
We may note some of these problems directly; others will emerge
as the model is applied to the analysis of the decision process.
Specifically, an examination of the planning and decision literature
as well as field experience in social agencies shows that;
thatz
1.

with
Planners often propose courses of action without reference to the limitations, effects of
implementation on other areas, or alternative
courses of action.

and
2.

Decision makers, usually a different body than
the planning body, tend only to stress the
limitations of implementation for a plan-plan-
responsi
these being their primary area of responsibility.

Illustrations of these points may be found in the work of Piven
and Cloward (1971).

In this work the authors blame the politicians

for not accepting their planning efforts.

However, it is
i s not the

task of planners to set policy, but to develop means to implement

7
policy.

(Bolan and Nutall, 1975)

Policy is formed at the political

level of social organization (Weber, 1946).

Piven and Cloward should

have been aware
awa re of po l itical perceptions and planned accordingl y.
If they had taken into account the political climate of the time and
"packaged" their proposals in a manner that would have made them more
acceptable to the political decision maker they would have been in a
much stronger position to achieve their ends.

In many case ideological factors tend to mask limitations from
planners.

Mannheim (1936) noted the tendency of problem perception

to vary with social classes and socio-economic conditions.

In a more

recent example Arnstein (1969) is illustrative of the manner whereby
her Marxian assumptions mask her analysis from the realities of the
political deoision making process.

Ideological approaches tend to

seek to fix blame rather than to solve the problem.
Of course decision makers are equally subject to all of these
ideological and structural role situations as well.

Howev
e r, it is
However,

the planners task to uncover these instances of limited perspective
and to clarify the alternatives before the decision maker rather than
the opposite.
In actual practice planners are usually found in administrat
i ve
administrative
agencies, and the fiscal controls that determine the scope and type
respon
of service to be provided lies in some political body that is respon-

sible to the public at large-city or county councils, state legisla
legislatures or the national Congress.

8

In such situations where responsibility
respon8ibility is divided from
authority there tends to be a narrowness in planning exercises, and
the proposed oourses of action are conceptualized in fundamentally
different ways by planners and decision makers.

Much the same situasitua

tion exists in the relationship of planners and the staff of an
agency in that the staff needs to respond to the immediate needs of
a client population whereas planners concern themselves with the
future of society.

In each case there are, again, fundamental differdiffer

ences in assumptions.
Traditional approaches to decision making tend to stress that
these differences in frame of reference are due to the structural
stratifica
characteristics of an agency; especially its hierarchial stratification (Weber,
(~eber, 1946).

Such approaches are based on one of several

schools of thought, all of which contain anomalies.

If the theoretitheoreti

cal structure for traditional approaches to differences in perception
of problems is lacking, it follows that the decision models generated
from such theoretical models are equally suspect.

The model presented

in Chapter II seeks to avoid some of the anomalies in the theoretical
approaches that underlie traditional decision making models.

However,

a review of the anomalies of the traditional schools of thought is
in order and follows directly.

3.

Review of Traditional Theories
Decision making has been the subject of numerous studies;

indeed the literature is enormous.

This large body of material may
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be grouped and considered parsimoniously by defining a various
"schools".

review
will
examina
In this revie
.... the critique ....
ill be limited to an examina-

tion of the f undamental tenants of these schools, since it is in
these assumptive bases of the theories that the anomalies may be
found.
with
It is possible to identify three such "schools of thought" ....
ith
reference to the problem of decision making in a social context.
Briefly these are:

structure
value theory, conflict theory and the structure-

functional approach.
a.

will
Each ....
ill be discussed in turn.

Value Theory
perview
Decision making from the pervie
.... of value of

theory maintains that decisions spring from basic
values, and that the priorities that are exhibited in
a decision matrix are isomorphic to the values of the
decision maker or decision system.

Thus Braybrooke

and Lindbloom (1963) maintains that policy decisions
reflect or change in response to values.

felic
"The felic-

ific calculus ••.• presumes that the unity of action
(or policy) can be reduced to the value of pleasure
or pain" (Braybrooke and Lindbloom, 1963 :214).
Changes in decisions are thus seen to be rere
flections of changes in values, and attempts to
effectively intervene in the social process by a
with
social values of the groups concerned or deal ....
ith
the problem of changing values.

Planning efforts that
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are based upon value theory thus emphasize the need to
change values (Medina and Reyes,

1976, pp. 515-517).

While values are certainly reflected in decisions,
changes in decision seldom if ever reflect changes in
values.

Abundant evidence from psychology (Kohler,

1947), anthropology (Redfield, 1946, 1956a, 1956b;
Singer, 1972) and sociology (Warner, 1958) show that
values change very slowly, and that value changes
per
involve changes in basic social structures that persist through time.

However, political decisions

re
necessarily are short run in character and only reflect values in a very general sense.

Therefore,

value theory, by its very nature is unsuited to the
analysis of decision making, especially in political
context as represented by an agency.
More importantly, the term value has no real
operational definition (Morris, 1956), and assertions
that value changes have occurred have not been
de~
demonstrated in anything but the most general deH-

criptive manner.
In general then, value theory as far as political
decision making is concerned, is of interest only in
terms of eliciting long term historical trends, and
these have only tenuous

scientific value.

theo
The theo-

retical school based upon values thus appears to have
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no signifioance for the analysis of decision making
within the limits of this study.
b.

Conflict Theory
Decision making implies that a choice is rere

quired between alternatives, so it follows that conflict
situations are potentially part of any decision making
process.

Conflict theory seeks to provide a theorettheoret

ical matrix whereby conflict-and by implication
decision making may be understood.
All conflict theories maintain that resources
are limited.

differ
There are however, at least two differ-

sug
ent ways in which varieties of conflict theory suggest in dealing with this postulate (Dahrendorf,
1967:206) (Coser, 1956:17).

One variety maintains

that resources, being limited, must be dispropor
disproportionately allocated to create a sufficient basis for
capital formation to permit social programs to be
developed.

This disproportionate allocation leads to

the development of control mechanisms (e.g.,
bureaucracy) which in turn tend to become introverted
and self protective to the extent that the surplus
produced from the initial concentration of resources
for capitalization is used to maintain the group with
the power derived from such allocations to retain its
privileged position (Coser, 1967:77).

The resultant
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neglect of the other groups who do not have as large
a share of the resources may in the minds of some
conflict theorists lead to revolution (Marx, 1932) or
to some form of elite circulation (Pareto, 1966; Aron,
1968, 1970).
The other major branch of conflict theory sees
the essential problem as being the same-the dispropordispropor
tionate allocation of resources, but feels that the
instruments of government may be used to redistribute
the surplus produced from such capitalization.

They

do not necessarily seek to redistribute the basis of
capital formation, but they do seek to equalize the
distribution of the earnings.

Such a redistribution

can, it is asserted, make for a more democratic form
of control of the power base, since power is seen as
deriving from the use of the surplus of the capital
concentration.

In many cases the practitioners of

such a point of view use social planning to assure
the redistribution of the surplus.

The Beverage Plan

for Public Welfare in the late 1940's was such a plan
(Crossland, 1956).

Examples of this approach as

applied in the United States can be found in the cases
reported in Marris and Rein (1969).
Decision making with respect to conflict theory
in the context of a description of conflict itself
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tends to focus on such areas as labor-management relarela
tions (Lipset, 1956), community relations (Alinski,

1967) political sociology (Coser, 1961), etc.

The

limitation of all these types of conflict analysis for
decision making analysis is that the materials prepre
sented are by and large post hoc case studies, and
that the results tend to be case specific with little
or no predictive value.
The basic tenents of conflict theory is that they
are untested assertions, and while interesting in that
the theories can account for change they do so in a
manner that is not amenable to empirical testing.
More importantly, conflict is studied in terms of
itself; that is, oonflict is seen in a tauntological
manner where certain situations are seen as creating
conflict, and conflict is seen as creating these
situations (Arnstein, 1977).
c.

Structure-Functionalism
The structural functional theoretical matrix

has dominated social analysis for the last twenty
years or more (Martindale, 1960).

Most of the theories

of planning and decision making used in social work
are reflections of this approach and consequently
suffer from the limitations that characterize it

(Kahn, 1969; Bolan and Nuttall, 1975; Warren, 196708).
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functional.
The basic tenents of structural functional,
approaches are conveniently summarized by Merton (196b)
and may be expressed as a series of propositionsl
1.

Society consists of a series of elements

func
that are combined into co-ordinated, functioning whole.
2.

These elements are relatively persistent

and tend toward equilibrium.

3.

All elements within the social structure
interact with all other elements; change
is essentially a disruption of equilibrium
and so is dysfunctional.

4.

The elements of society are derived from
needs, and the structure functions to
satisfy these needs.

essen
Structure-funotional approaches thus are essentially statis in conceptualization; it has no way to
really consider change (Levi, 1968; Damerath and
Peterson, 1967).

The analytical
analytioal basis of structurestructure

maintenanoe of the configurationconfiguration
functionalism is the maintenance
that is system maintenance (Radcliffe-Brown, 1957;
Nadel, 1958).

Any change in the configurations elements

that does not maintain the same basic relationships
between the parts of the system is necessarily a new
structural entity.

But the conceptual base of the
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structure-functional approach has no theoretical means
to account for the emergence of a new configuration; it

only permi ts hypotheses to be f ormed about why strucstruc
tures maintain their structural properties (Levi, 1968).
In addition, the grounds to the theory lie in the
assertion of universal needs (Malinowski, 1922 ) .

This

i8 an untested and untestable proposition, since there is
empirical case where the absence of a universal is
possible.

In effect the theoretical applications of

structure-functional theory have all been post hoc case
studies.

There are no studies that predict the behaviors

of a system in any replicable manner (Warren, 1967).
Decision making within a structural-functional
matrix thus is based upon the attempt to maintain the
struotural integrity of the boundary of the on-going
system as well as its functional unity.

The concept

of needs satisfaction (Malinowski, 1922)-and the
assumption of the dysfunctional effect of needs dede
privation-leads to decisions that are governed by the
requisites to provide such satisfactions.

t he emem

phasis on goals formulated on a universal assertion
makes the decision process an exercise in tautology:
needs create dysfunctions, these disrupt the system
so decisions are needed to satisfy needs, but since
all needs are ultimately universal, the apparent
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decision to satisfy them is only a functional outcome
of the structure that expresses these needs.

Thus

since needs deprivations exist, they must satisfy a
dysfunc
function-and their satisfaction will thus be dysfunctional.

5.

Comparative Analysis
While all of the theoretical approaches listed above have

ten
specific differences they all share certain factors that have a tendency to obsoure the decision making process.

We may note the

following as a set of common failings for the traditional approaches
making;
to the analysis of decision makingz
1.

All of the theories reviewed tend to be subject
matter specific, that is they tend to consider
decision making as a subprocess of some larger
process.

This larger process is characterized

by the categorization of the phenomena along
lines that sees the subject matter of inquiry
as determining the analytical procedure whereby
such a subject is studied.

Thus political

per
decisions are analysed according to the percepts of political science; those involving
social institutions by sociological percepts,
etc.

There is no common framework of analysis

sub
when materials are conceptualized within subject matter limitations (McKeon, 1954).
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2.

There is a tendency to see processes that are the
basis of theory at the same level as analysis
as that of theo ry itself. (e.g., relationships
between institutions are expressed in terms of
the institutions themselves.)

This violation

if the theory of Logical Types tends to produce
formal
tautology and paradox in any attempt to formalize the findings (Bateson, 1972).

3.

All of the approaches considered tend to propro
duce without establishing a means by which these
assumptions may be empirically tested.

Where

empirical work does exist its range is usually
limited to a set of conditions that makes its
theoretical extension very difficult if not
impossible.

4.

None of the social planning efforts that have
been formulated on the basis of these theories
has shown any success in predicting policy
outcomes.

In general, this failure in appliappli

cation tends to stem from the fact that almost
all of the theories considered above are static
in nature, that is they do not make provision
for change within the matrix of analysis
(Neghandi, 1976).
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5.

Finally, those policy formulations that have
been made utilizing these theoretical approaches
nonquanti
have for the most part proved to be nonquantifiable in nature so that replication and
validation proves to be impossible.

the
This review of the literature has shown that the current theoretical orientations that underlie most decision analysis are limited
and really incapable of dealing with the decision making process.
Static, subject matter based approaches cannot deal with change over
time, but decision processes, at least in policy areas, require this
dynamic ability on the part of a theoretical framework for decision
analysis.

Change is, after the primary context of policy.

When we examine the objections to the traditional approaches we
see that change is conceptualized in all three as occurring within
tradi
the boundaries of the schemata of analysis; that is, these traditional approaches exhibit the characteristics of a closed system.
This closure tends to stem from the subject matter definitions that
delineate a problem.

In such approaches methodology is Been as a

de
function of the subject matter, where elements of analysis are derived from the definition of the problem which is in turn derived
from a discipline.

For example, sociology has as its subject matter

ideas of groups, classes, etc.

The sociologist thus tends to see

all 80cial
social dynamics as being the result of the behavior of groups.
But the emphasis throughout will be on the characteristics of the
groups-not on their interaction (Warner, 1958; Bendix and Lipset, 1966).

•
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Such parochialism is not the fault of sociology alone, all subject
matter defined disciplines operate in a similar manner.

In the

analysis of decision making the problem is to focus on change it self;
not on what changes.
A new approach is thus called for and should have certain
features in its makeup that will avoid the problems and anomalies we
have noted for traditional theory.

Among these criteria are the

following:
1.

The approach must be dynamic; it must assume
that change is the primary feature in decision
making.

2.

The approach must be nonsubstantive so that
con
the relationships between phenomena are considered rather than the character of the
phenomena (e.g., subject matter) itself.

,.

The data collected must be scientific in
character that iSI quantifiable, replicable
and testable.

The model used must produce

hypotheses that will permit the testing and
verification of results.

6.

The Systems Approach
The area of systems analysis has, or seeks to supply, tools for

the construction of models that meet the criteria noted above.

AcAc

cordingly a number of systems approaches have been utilized in the
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construction of a model for the analysis of decision making.
In general, systems approaches offer a different perspective
than is the case with traditional approaches.
1.

Systems approaches are not subject matter
specific.
Thus a systems approach to change would see
change as a basic process that cuts across all
par
disciplines and is not a function of any particular entity changing.

Thus, social groups

person
are entities that change, but so are personalities or economic structures.

The common

element to all is that they all are aspects of
change per se.

A systems approach, being non

subject matter oriented, can deal with such
problems that transcend subject matter defined
disciplines. (Buckley, 1968; Klir, 1969;
Bateson, 1972)
2.

Systems approaches are capable of dealing with
inputs that have their sources outside of the
boundaries that define a system (i.e., open
systems).

They can consider such things as

innovations or unexpected changes prior to
their occurrence so that the system can be
made capable of

~aking

in such occurrences withwith

out needing to redefine the whole system.
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Systems analytical approaches can deal equally
well with colsed systems and so the possibility
of a single f rame of r efe rence f or decis i on
analysis is theoretically possible (von BertBert
lanffy, 1972).
When a systems perspective is utilized in the consideration of
social problems, the four basic criteria for effective social planning
and decision making previously described come into the realm of
possibility.
More importantly, a systems perspective to social problems alal
lows us to see the key role played by decision making within the
whole social service field.

Planning from a systems point of view

sees decision making as central because planning requires that goals
be reached with limited resources and also recognizes that goals are
sometimes contradictory or shift radically (i.e., from planning time
to time of implementation(Bolan and Nuttall, 1975).
197 5).

Since planning

without implementation is useless, decision making becomes central
centra l in
the allocation of resources and the establishment of priorities.
This key role for decision making
making in the systems approach is
in clear contradistinction to the traditional approaches where dede
cision making is understood as a function of the group making the
decision (as in sociology) individual evaluation of the problems inin
volved in decision (as in psychology
psychology)) or of the power of an office
(as in political science).
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The systems approach to decision making finds the nexus of the
decision process in the areas of boundary intersection between subsub
systems or systems where the character and coding of inputs and
outputs are different (Bateson, 1972; Rapaport, 1974; Flannery, 1971).
The nature of these differences and the consequences of their mutual
interaction are the basis of the modeling exercise in Chapter II.
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CHAPTER II

A MODEL OF THE DECISION PROCESS IN SOCIAL AGENCIES
pro
A. we have noted a systems approach to the decision making proce88 involves the analysis of the various sub8ystems
cess
subsystems that compose the
empirical situation.

In this case the empirical situation with which

we are concerned is the reorganization of the State of Oregon,
Department of Huaan Resources as it relates to Elderly Programs.
The actual observations that have been made have been abstracted so
that the model will not be case specific, but rather serve as a
vehicle to generate hypotheses about decision making processes in other
situations where reorganization of units affects the operations of
those units.
con
The particular subsystems, once identified, can then be considered in terms
teras of their systemic characteristics-specifically the
nature of the coding of the input-output exchanges that exist between
them, and the consequences of these exchanges throught the whole
reorganiza
system (e.g., services for the elderly before and after reorganizat ion) •
tion)

1.

Eleaents of a Decision Process
Both field observation and a large body of literature in the

area of the organization of sooial service agencies (Gilbert and
Specht, 1974; Trattner, 1974), may be reduced to a set of elements or
subsystems that make up the administrative system (Simon, 1968).
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We can identify three basic subsystems, two of which have structural
charaoteristics of their own.
1.

There is a political subsystem.
is the locus of fiscal authority.

This element
In many

cases it may be divided into two subsystems:
a political legislative function and a fiscal
accounting subsystem.

In the case of the State

of Oregon these two latter functional subsyssubsys
tems are represented by Legislative Fiscal
and Legislative Review.
2.

There is a bureaucratic subsystem which is the
locus of the administrative system's operations.
This subsystem is also characterized by dual
functions:

a managerial function and a service

delivery function.

The bureaucratic subsystem

in the case of Oregon is the Department of
Human Resources.

3.

There is a public subsystem.

This public subsub

subsys
system is involved with the political subsystem through its voting function while it is
involved with the bureaucracy through its
client function.
Clearly not all of the public is always involved with a service
delivery system; indeed there are clients who are not voters, voters
who are not clients, etc.

However, the public is of importance in
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modeling decision operations in govern.ent agencies because it is they
who both determine and receive the throughputs of the whole system.
In this model therefore , the public is included with respect to how
its systemic characteristics function when it does interface with a
human services system and thus influences the operations of tha
system.
The three subsystems identified above interface with each other
in a manner described in Figure 1.

The ensuing structural relations

create a series of intersections.

It is upon these intersections

that a systems approach focuses.

Examination of the figure reveals

that there are three basic interfaces:
1.

The Political-Bureaucratic Interface.

This

interface is mediated by the political aspect
of the political subsystem and the managerial
aspect of the bureauoratic subsystem.
2.

The Bureaucratic-Public Interface.

This inin

terface is mediated by the service delivery
aspect of the bureaucratic subsystem and by
the client aspect of the public subsystem.
~.
3.

The Political-Public Interface.

inter
This inter-

representational
f ace is mediated by the representationallegislative aspect of the political subsystem
and the voter aspect of the public SUbsystem.
subsystem.
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FIGURE 1
SYSTEMIC RELATIONSHIPS OF THREE ELEMENTS

Political Subsystem

Fiscal
Aspect
D

( information
code)

RepreRepre
sentasenta
tional
Aspect
(general syssys
tem theory
code)

Voter
Aspect
(managerial
code)
Service
Delivery
Aspect

Bureaucratic
System

A, B, C - Interfaces between Subsystem
D, E, F - Interfaces within Subsystem

Client
Aspect

Public
Subsystem
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2.

The Dynamios of Interface within the System
The operations that take place between subsystems that interinter

face with one another exhibit several characteristics that permit the
analysis of the dynamics of their interaction across system boundaries.
Four basic features have been identified in systems literature as
obtaining in such cases.
1.

These features are as follows&

The mechanisms of input reception, that is,
what kinds of inputs are received by the subsub
system and what kinds are filtered out?
(Weaver, 1964).

2.

The output generating mechanism; i.e., what
kinds of outputs is the subsystem capable
of generating?

(Weiner, 1954; Ashby, 1956,

1962)

3.

The coding operations of the subsystemj i.e.,
the means by which inputs and outputs are
created by the subsystem. (Bateson, 1972)

4.

The general character of the subsystem's feedfeed
back structure with respect to its ability to
adapt to change.

(Bateson, 1972; Aehby, 1956)

These a.peats may be examined in greater detail.
a.

Mechanisms for Input Reception
Input receptivity of a system is a function of its

openness.

Systems may be classified into two types:

open

systems that can accept inputs from sources located outside
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of the systems boundary, and closed systems, or those that
can only deal with inputs that have their sources within
the boundary of the system (Ashby, 1956).

As has been noted

above in Chapter I, closed systems tend to exhibit certain
limiting behaviors-the inputs from outside of the system's
boundary is either not received at all, having been filtered
out by the conoeptual or empirical boundary maintaining
procedures of the systems, or the input is from outside of
the system are understood to signify a danger to system
exogeneou8 inputs are treated
stability and reactions to exogeneous
in an antagonistic manner (Weiner, 1954; Weaver, 1964;
Rapaport, 1960.

accept
Mechanisms that are capable of accept-

ing exogeneous inputs are for the most part systems that
them
have been designed to change rather than maintain themselves (Mayr, 1970, Bateson, 1972).
in closed systems, the system is defined by the
1n
boundary.

sys
System processes thus seek to maintain the sys-

tem and preserve the boundary and filter out any inputs
that violate the boundary.

As noted in Chapter I, this

is the situation that occurs in those intellectual discidisci
plines that see subject matter boundaries as the basis of
analyais.
analysis.

In an open system, the system is understood as

fulfilling a certain operational task (Fried and Molnar,

1975) and 8S
as long as that task is performed, the boundary
is extraneous to the analysis.
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Subsystems, or functional aspects of subsystems, that
exhibit closed input reception mechanisms or behaviors tend
charac
to be concerned with the maintenance of structural characteristics rather than with the performance of a task for
which the structure was designed.

Bureaucracy is of course,

the classic example of this phenomena (Weber, 1946; Bendix,

1963; Merton, 1957).

per
Open systems, where operational per-

formance is of primary concern, tend to ignore the structural
characteristics of the setting for their action.

(Kast and

Rosenzweig, 1972; Fried and Molnar, 1975)
b.

Output Generating Mechanism
Much of what has been stated previously applies to

this facet of the operations that occur in an interface.
in
However, it is important to note that the functions of input and of output are different and distinct.

Input does

not necessarily govern output or vice versa.

Thus in the

service delivery-client interface, the agent dispensing
services is generally faced with a multitude of inputs,
many of which are extraneous to his closed system definidefini
tion of service delivery.

The client is thus forced to

either accommodate himself to the closed system needs of
the bureaucracy, or of not receiving services.

In similar

fashion, bureaucratic output to the public is in the form
of a closed system-regulations, forms, etc., which mayor
may not fit the relatively unstructured open system of a
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client's life but does not obviate the client's needs.
Situations where outputs are similar to each other,
as in the public/voter-political/representative interface
tend to show a clear, usually smooth functioning pattern
despite its unstructured-and from a closed systems point
of view chaotic-features.
c.

(Bendix and Lipset, 1966)

Coding Operatings of the Subsystem
While not all systems are involved in the transfer of

charac
information over an interface, information flow is characteristic of any human servioes
services system.

In the case of the

model being developed here, information flow is the basis
of the input-output operations.

In order for information

to have a reality it must be coded; that is, it must have
a vehicle to effects its transfer (Weaver, 1964; Ashby,

1956).
lan~ge

In most systems that vehicle is a species of a
or symbol system that is capable of transferring

a meaningful message (Ashby, 1954).
Language differ in coding, that is in the symbols
utilized or in patterns of message interpretation as carcar
symbOls.
ried by these symbols.

The model assumes that the partiparti

cipants involved all use the same set of basic symbolssymbols
that is verbal and written language.

There is abundant

evidence to show that the various subsystems involved in
a human services agency utilize different patterns of the
contents of a message.

The whole legal-administrative
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institutional structure is a mirror to the various possible
interpretations that may ensue from an exchange over an
interface.
The basic hypothesis of this research is that lanlan
guage differences-understood here to mean differences
in the patterns of interpretation of message contents-vary
directly with the characteristics of the input-output
mechanisms involved in information exchange.

This is to

say that a subsystem that generates outputs that are open
is tuilizing a different language interpretation package
(code) than is a subsystem that generates closed inputs.
We shall deal with
~ith the differences and empirical characcharac
teristics of different codes or "languages" in Chapter III.
i8 these differing coding procedures that gives the
It is
model's predictions, the potential for empirical testing
and verification.
d.

Characteristics of the Subsystem with
~ith Respect to Change
This aspect of the interface relationships refers to

the ability of the total system, in this case all three
subsystems acting in concert, to either maintain or change
its functions.

Most human services systems tend to have

the anomalies between subsystems that have been noted in
the table above; that is, there is an attempt to tie toto
~ithin a single unit.
gether open and closed subsystems within

Most systems that have a unity of coding exchanges amongst

TABLE II-l
SUMMARY OF INTERACTION PATTERNS IN THE SYSTEMIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUBSYSTEMS
Subsystem
System
Characteristic

Bureaucratic
Delivery
~1anager ia 1

I
I

Receives input
that are syssys
tematically

Open

Produces outputs
that are syssys
temically

Closed

Public
Client
Voter

I

J

I Closed

I
J

Political
Fiscal
Representational

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Information
Theory

General
Systems
Theory

J

Codes materials
in a language
that has
characteristic
weightings of
General charchar
acter of the
subsystem
as a whole

I
Information
Theory

I Managerial
Theory
I

I
Closed
System

Open
System

Open
System
--

- -~ - .. -

.

--

'-'"
N
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institu
their subsystems tend to be stable; although institusys
tionally these have almost always been of the closed system variety.

primitive
Thus , in
i n pri
mitive societies the political,

kin&hip, residence and inheritance patterns all tend to
have the same coding pattern. (Murdock, 1954; Eisenstadt,

1966, 1968)

Indeed, oulture contact is seen as occurring

where mixed codings oocur (as for example amongst the
Yapese where kin types are mixed but political authority
is not (Lingenfelter, 1975).
Systems that have mixed codings for their subsystems
have a potential to change, or adapt to change whereas
those that have all of their codes of a closed variety tend
to be mortibund in the face of change.

Empirical examples

of systems with all of the subsystems exhibiting open
ooding procedures are lacking, at least to our knowledge.
sub
The character of the coding exchanges between subsystems thus has a direct impact upon the ability of the
total system to adapt to new circumstances and conditions.

3.

Limits to Model Testing
In formulating the model and deriving hypotheses from it, it

in
was necessary to restrict the latter to hypotheses concerning the interfaces of the bureaucratic and political subsystems and their
functional aspects.

These two elements are potentially testable in

that they possess much more clearly defined boundaries than does the
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public element; the public being heterogeneous with the respect to
culture, values, classes, etc.

Constraints of time and funding make

the analysis of the public interfaces impossible within the context of
this research.

However, the model is able to generate hypotheses that

include the public as a factor and these may be tested at a later
time.

4.

Hypotheses Generated by the Model
The function of any model is to provide a synoptic understandunderstand

ing of the phenomena being examined so that hypotheses about the
test
phenomena say
aay be formulated in a manner that permits empirical testing and the validation of the theoretical basis of the model (Popper,
1972).

The theoretical basis of this model is that of a systems

approach.

Such an approach maintains that the Significant
significant operations

within or between systems occur at the boundaries of the systems or
their attendant subsystem (Flannery, 1971).

The approach has also

bound
established certain conceptions as to the form wherein these boundary interactions take place-input-output; open and closed features;
and coding differenoes.
With respect to these three variables we may formulate the
following hypotheses:
1.

An interface where inputs from one system are coded

in the same manner and share either openness or
ex
closedness as those of another subsystem will exhibit greater information flow; produce greater
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amounts of effective behavior in its appointed
tasks

~ith

inter
respect to the subsystem being inter-

greater
faced; a n d exhibit generally grea
t er cost-beneficial
behavior.
2.

open
An interface that exhibits different coding or openclosed features

produce less information flow;

~ill

exhibit less effective behavior in accomplishing
appointed tasks

~ith

ing interfaced, and

be
respect to the subsystems be-

~ill

cost-bene
exhibit a poor cost-bene-

ficial behavior.

3.

out
Interfaces where
~here there are similar patterns of output, either in coding or openness or closedness
will exhibit greater information flow, produce
greater amounts of effective intersystems behavior
in appointed tasks, and prove to be cost effective.

4.

Interfaces with different patterns of output,
either in coding or their open/closed character, will
exhibit less information flow; produce lesser amouts
of effective intersystems behavior in appointed
tasks, and prove to be non cost effective.

pre
These hypotheses will be formulated more specifically into predictions about "language" utilization in the next chapter.

The

languages or codes whereby information flows from one subsystem to
another are specified in Chapter III.

An instrument to permit the

content analysis of proposed legislation and testimony as

~ell

as

,6
operational documentation of the internal administrative
adm i nistrative agency concon
cerning the proposed reorganization of the Oregon State DER will then

be formulated.

The results of the analysi s will then form the basis

of prediction aa to outcomes in the reorganization effort.
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CHAPTER III
AI ANALYSIS OF THREE BASIC SYSTEMS CODES
A& has been pointed out previously the model generates three
different coding procedures or "languages" of interpretation; each of
which characterizes a different interface between subsystems of the
model.

This chapter seeks to formulate a paradigm that will permit

the different features of each code to be specific so that an instruinstru
ment based upon these differences can be constructed and various
forms of evidence-documents, testimony, etc., can be considered and
adjudged to represent one of the codes.

Onoe a coding type can be

assigned to a representative document or item, and its origin is
located in the model, then the hypotheses about the efficacy of a
particular code to bridge an interface may be predicted.
This chapter will determine the three basic coding frames of
reference for three fundamental systems approaches:
Theory; Information Theory and Managerial Theory.

General Systems
These three forms

of problem definition and decision making were selected both because
these theoretical constructs are appropriate to the model but bebe
cause they also constitute the primary varieties of systems approaches
used in social analysis (Buckley, 1964).
A.

A Paradigm for the Analysis of Theoretical Construct
The analysis of any theoretical construct is difficult, and

there are several possible approaches (Boas, 1969; Lovejoy, 1936).

However, since this research is concerned with the logical structure
and the particular terminological devices that are characteristic of
various theoretica l point s of vi ew, it is possible to utilize a modimodi
field version of a paradigm developed by Richard McKeon (1954),
which focuses on these elements as against historical developments
of ideas.
The McKeon paradigm reduces to several fundamental questions
that may be addressed to any intellectual construct.

The four basic

aspects with which this research will be concerned are:
1.

The specific problem that the theoretical concon
struct is designed to address.

2.

The basic assumptions that underlie the parpar
ticular approach.

3.

The methodology of the approach; that is the
specific means by which the assumptions are
applied to the problem.

4.

The data categories that are appropriate to
test the adequate of the theory and method of
application to the problem.

Clearly all theoretical constructs involve the definition of a
set of boundaries that delineate a problem-a "problem space".

As

the specification of the parameters of the problem becomes more
exact, the problem itself comes into clearer focus.

In most inin

stances the definition of the problem space parameters inVOlves
underlying assumptions that also condition the theoretical approach
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to that problem.

It is also true that when new problems and theotheo

retical assumptions are advanced, many of the older problem spaces
are Bubsumed into the
t he new construct or disappear
d i sappear altogether.

Thus,

for example, the concepts of space in Newtonian physics are now subsub
sumed into the theoretical oonstructs of Einsteinian space, and
appear there as a special case.

(Max Jammer, 1962; Cassirer, 1953)

In similar fashion, many of the problems that appear and condition
the theoretical constructs of Social Work derive from an individualindividual
istio assumptive set-based on clinioal approaches.

In a systems

approach the problem space is statistical in nature, not case spespe
cific, and so involves a different set of assumptions than are the
norm in muoh of the social work literature.
In each of the detailed analyses that are presented below the
configuration of the problem space will provide one of the key dimendimen
sions of the analysis into the logical structure and meaning for the
terms that the paradigm seeks to identify.
The basic assumptions that underlie a particular approach-its
"theory" not only determine the problem space but also the characcharac
ter of the "solution-space" that will govern the organization of the
manner whereby the problem is to be solved.
The aethodological aspect of the paradigm seeks to identify
the specific means whereby the solution space is matched to the
problem space in a manner that permits the testing of the resulting
hypotheses.

Finally, data categories refer to the criteria whereby

empirical materials become instruments for testing the hypotheses
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provided by the methodological exeroise.
These four aspects of an intellectual construct, when used in
a comparat i ve manner permit the explication of the logical structure
and identification of fundamental terms within any given construct.
These relationships form the basis for the tables and discussions
that follow.

Each table seeks to provide in convient form a comcom

parative synopsis of the intellectual constructs of three representrepresent
ative thinkers who are especially conoerned with the particular
theoretical form that is the basis of analysis.

The discussions that

follow both describe in expositional and comparative manner the concon
ceptual framework of each author.

Finally, each section will seek to

find the basic, common underlying prinoiples that are features for
all of the authors.

We will use these commonalities as the basis

for delineating the code for that approach-that is the "language"
for each frame of reference-General Systems Theory; Information
Theory and Managerial Theory.
B.

Application of the Paradigm to General Systems Theory
General Systems Theory (GST) is a collective term that is used

to describe those theoretical approaohes that seek to characterize
and underatand the behavior of system per see

(von Bertlanffy,

1962) This is to say it seeks to comprehend the relationships that
obtain between systems, of any type, when they function as systems.
In performing such analyses three basic problems emerge from the
operations of a system:

Change, conflict and system maintenance.
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Change is a focus for the work of Gregory Bateson, and is involved
in the operations of almost all systems approaches since dynamics
are charaoteristic of probl ems to which s ystems analysis is addressed.
Conflict is a fundamental form of social dynamics (Martindale, 1960;
Sorokin, 1963; Barnes, 1952) and the systems approaches of Rapaport
have their locus in this problem.

Finally, the problem of essential

fooal point of the works of
system process maintenance is the focal
von Bertlanffy.
There are, of course, other problems with which systems
analysts are concerned, but these three points appear to form a
literatUre when General Systems Theory is concernedconcerned
nexus in the literature
especially with respect to problems of a social and cultural nature.
1.

The Problem of Change and System Dynamicss
Dynamicsl
Gregory Bateson
Bateson is unusual in systems analysis in that
he not only is an important figure in General
Systems Theory, but has applied the concepts
of systems analysis to a wide variety of
materials, from many disciplines-anthropology,
psychology, zoology-as well as political
science and ecology.

publica
In his various publica-

tions, 1951, 1952, 1972; Bateson focuses
throughout on the problem of change; change
both within a system and from one system into
another as occurs in evolutionary processes.

TABLE III-l
COMPARATIVE CHART OF THE PARADIGMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY AUTHORS
Author

Basic Problem

Theory

Method

Data

G. Bateson

Change

Change is not
specific to a subsub
ject matter; it
can be considered
in terms of inforinfor
mation. This is an
information model.

Define information character as
being coded, redundant and exex
hibiting feedback. Structure
is guaranteed by the
th e Theory of
Types.

Cultural,
Biological and
Psychological
materials.

A. Rapaport

Conflict

This is a mathematmathemat
ical model and so
1. is not subject
matter specific;
rig
2. exhibits rigorous deduction of
hypotheses; 3. propro
duces a testable
situation.

There are three steps in the
procedure: Formulation of a
model; deduction of hypothhypoth
eses; experimental verificaverifica
tion of rejection of the
hypothesis.

Mathematical
treatment of
games and
debates.

Mathematical models permit
the comparative analysis of
two different areas-games
and debates.
Similar form - similar propro
cess. Differences in subsub
stantive operations are not
imporu.nt.

TABLE II I-I
(continued)
Author

L.
von Bertlanffy

Basic Problem

Theory

Method

Data

System
Maintenance

This is a biologbiolog
ical model. SysSys
tems are mainmain
tained by homhom
stasis. Change IS
a homostatic
process.

Locate corresponding abstracabstrac
tions in various model of
disciplines.

Li ving

Build a mathematical model of
these abstractions.
Models are cybernetic in
nature; either open or closed
cl osed
feedb ack loops exist. In
organisms there is both
change and maintenance.

Systems;
Biological
Systems.
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While Bateson conceptualizes change as a probprob
lem of information transfer, he adds a criterion
of the maintenance of level of analysis for
the conceptualization of change that makes
this theory a species of General Systems
Theory rather than information theory alone.
Systems for Bateson all possess certain
relationships in common, whatever their emem
pirical basis.

Firstly, all systems exhibit

cybernetic feedback as a means of preserving
system boundary.

However, the nature of the

feedback mechanism is more complex in Batefor
80n's analysis than in many theoretical formulations.

Feedback is not only positive or

negative (system changing or maintaining) but
occurs between levels of analysis as well.
Levels of analysis is Bateson's adoptadopt
ion of Russel and Whitehead's Theory of
Logical Types.

The theory of types states

briefly that to avoid paradox, a member of a
class of objects cannot define itself.

For

example, a thing cannot be same thing as its
name (Bateson, 1972:280).

In his work with

Reusoh on Communications (1951), Bateson
identifies at least four levels of meaning
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within every transfer of information; and
trans
feedback is such a form of information trans-

f er .
fer.
These considerations modify the other
information processes used by Bateson in his
theory as well.

Coding, another general syssys

tems process also exhibits levels.

Confusion

between codes is often found empirically in
such phenomena as schizophrenia (Bateson,
1972:201),
1972z201)t especially in the phenomena of the

"double bind" (Bateson, 1972:271).
1972:271 ) .

Closely

connected with the concept of coding is that
of redundancy-the process by which coded
messages are made meaningful.

This latter

serves as the basis for cognition; only rere
dundancy permits patterns to be learned
through repetition.

Traditional stimulusstimulus

response learning theory for example in
Batesonian systems becomes a matter of feedfeed
back and redundancy.

However, the systems

formulation of the concept is wider and can
con
be identified as a process in various contexts, not just of a description of a particpartic
ular stimulus/response activity around a
particular object by a particular animal.
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It thus has greater power and greater value as
a scientific conceptualization.
Bateson utilizes these four concepts,
an
feedback, coding, redundancy and level of anspec
alysis to consider change throughout a spectrum of phenomena.
He begins with an analysis of genetic
change in evolution, moves through mammalian
animal communications to linguistic and symbol
systems of individuals and whole cultures.
Each of the stages in his presentation is at
a different level of organization and analysis
and each exhibits learning and information
transfer both within and between levels.

The

four elements of his conception of General
Systems Theory thus permit Bateson to develop
a comprehensive theoretical picture of change;
describe its processes in terms of feedback
and learning, and evolution
eVolution through time in
both evolutionary and symbolic dimensions.
Applying the paradigm directly then to
Bateson's concepts we can easily define the
hiB efforts; his problem as change.
locus of his
On the theoretical level change is seen to
occur in all phenomena; it is the basic
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relationship that exists in the universe of
discourse for science.

Change in this relarela

tional mode is best seen in a non specific
manner, and this is furnished by the concept
of information.

Methodologically, Bateson

treats the informational characteristics of
change with four primary conceptual tools:
feedback, coding, redundancy and guarantees
the resultant structures logically with the
Theory of Types.

The data base is very widewide

genetics, biological evolution, linguistic
and socio-cultural @aterials are all interinter
preted within this single frame of reference
provided by Bateson in his formulation of the
problem of change.
2.

The Problem of Conflict in Systems:
Anatole Rapaport
The second locus of systemic process
that provide a formulation for a general syssys
tems approach is the phenomena of conflict.
~ile

change is perhaps universal, conflict

appears in most processes of change, if not
all of them.

Certainly many political, eco
eco-

nomio
nomic and sociological conceptions depend on
conflict (Marx, 1932; Hofstadter, 1952;
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Dahrendorf, 1967; etc.); and even those that
postulate a non-conflicting basis for human
interactions such as structure functionalists
(Parsons, 1951; Parsons and Shils, 1956; etc.)
accept the fact that conflict does occur, even
as a sort of functional dysfunction (Coser,

1956).

Conflict then has a wide enough base

in human affairs to warrant a treatment in
general systems terms.
sys
Rapaport seeks to provide a general systems theory for human behavior based upon the
analysis of conflict.

His approach is through

the application of various mathematical model
so instances of conflict in human affairs.
Basically he classifies them into situations
of fights, where conflict tends toward annianni
hilation of the opponent; games where strategic
thought is applied within a set of accepted
rules, and finally into debates where conflict
is formalized so that it is highly controlled
and resolution of the conflict is symbolic.
These observations are found in his 1960 works
Fight Fames and Debates.

Later extensions of

in
the theory from ideal types to historical instances analysed along the mathematical lines
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suggested in this volume have appeared in the
volume on Conflict

(1974).

advo
The mathematical approach that is advocated by Rapaport has basic characteristics
that is of import to a general systems
approach.

Clearly mathematics is a relational

logic; its operations and conclusions are
axioMs and definitions of
based upon sets of axioms
par
process that have no connection with any particularity of an object or event that it
treats.

Mathematics thus is a non subject

matter specific discipline par excellence.
In addition mathematical approaches provide a
means by which rigorouB
rigorous deductions of hypothhypoth
eses may be made.

This is perhaps the most

important aspect of this instrumentality; its
formal logical structure that permits clear
defini
and unambiguous (at least relatively) definition of circumstances that is beyond another
linguistic tool we possess.

Finally, a

mathematical approach provides the careful
theoretician with a means to furnish testable
hypotheses.

be
These latter are possible be-

opera
cause of the logioal structure of the operational definition becomes formalized in the
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application of mathematical processes.
Methodologically, the mathematical
approach permits the comparative analysis of
what appear to be very different empirical
behaviors by discovering similarities between
them when they can both find their behaviors
predicted from a common set of definitions
and hypotheses.

Thus, games and debates,

while empirically different, are shown in
Rapaport's work to have the same underlying
atructure, indeed, therefore, to be the same
thing.

Thus, the variety of behaviors that

one finds empirically can begin to attain
some theoretical basis.

Forms of conflict

ranging from a formal parliamentary disdis
cussion to a football game to operations of
the stock market to the formulation of war
plans by defense agencies all are seen to be
capable of being comprehended and understood
within a single theoretical matrix.

The

accomplishment of this theoretical unificaunifica
tion is the aim of science in general and
general systems theory in particular.
The data base from which Rapaport works
is essentially a set of mathematical
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formulations that have the status of well
formed theories:
of Games.

these constitute the Theory

This, and empirical examples of

conflict are united in his approach to concon
formula
flict to provide a general systems formulation of human behavior.

3.

The System as a Whole:

nertlanffy
Ludwig von Bertlanffy

organiza
The concept of a system as an organization of parts that has characteristics that
emerge from the fact of organization itself is
the central concern of von Bertlanffy's approach
'fheory.
to General Systems 'rheory.

His early training

in biology and the recognition that reductionreduction
ism did not lead to a satisfactory explanation
Bert
of the behavior of living systems led von Bertlanffy to consider the hypothesis that it was
the nature of phenomena to react differently
when considered as a whole rather than when
considered as merely a collection of parts.
While the emphasis on the whole (synthesis )
rather than on the sum of the parts alone
(analysis) is an old concept in Western
thought, the ability to furnish a scientific
basis for the assertion is new.

Bert
In von Bert-

lanffy's work the role of cybernetic feedback
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is
i9 central to the concept of a system's
wholism.
The general systems aspect to von Bert
Bertlanffy's work emerged when he began to utilize
these biological models to examine other areas
of phenomena.

His investigations proved

fruitful in that many areas of inquiry, ranging
from biology to physics and social analysis
all proved amenable to consideration along
wholistic lines when feedback was considered
as a central mechanism.
His examination of a greater variety of
phenomenia also led von Bertlanffy to consider
the question of open or closed systems-that
is the question of inputs to the feedback
mechanisms that defined a systems boundaries.
In all cases, however, von Bertlanffy asserts
that feedback loops exist and are the primary
mechanism that define and maintain systems a
recognizable structures.
princi
In applying the paradigm then the principal concern-the problem-that defines the
approach for von Bertlanffy is that of system
maintenance.

This maintenance is based upon

the theoretical concept of homeostasis which
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in turn is supported by feedback.

Change bebe

tween systems is a result of positive feedback
that continues until a new homeostatic state
(negative feedback) is achieved.

theoret
The theoret-

ical basis of von Bertlanffy's model thus is a
cybernetic loop.
Methodologically, feedback forms a basic
model from which the boundaries of various
systems may be traced.

This model is then

applied to various types of phenomenia and the
system is defined. Such identifications of
common cybernetic processes in various discidisci
plines is possible through the agency of
mathematical analysis.
While von Bertlanffy is interested in
applying his cybernetic model to a wide
variety of phenomena, most of his data base
remains biological in nature.
Some General Characteristics of Systems
When we consider the particular aspects of the three
authors that have been selected as representative of the concon
cerns of General Systems Theory, certain common features of
all of their orientations may be noted.

There appear to be

at least four common conceptions that are features of a notion
of a system.

be,
We may consider these to be:

Relational as
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against Classificatory concerns when considering phenomena;
an assumption that a System possesses holistic charactercharacter
istics; a recognition that a system needs to exhibit coco
herency; and finally a recognition that a system requires a
ground or basis around which the relationships that consticonsti
tute its locus may be considered.

I shall consider each of

these four features in turn.
With respect to the relational as against the classificlassifi
catory orientation of the logical operations of a system, this
is fundamental in the definition of a system, at least in so
far as General Systems Theory is concerned.

Certainly the

notion that a series of events or things related to one anan
other is involved in a notion of a system; but if the emphaempha
sis is upon the event or thing other than the relationship,
we end with a classificatory logic where the objective of the
analysis is the clear specification of the nature of the event
or thing; essentially an Aristolian position.

If on the other

hand the emphasis is placed upon the relationship per se,
then we are only concerned with the object (event or thing)
in so far as it is involved in the system.

The objective of

such an inquiry is with the outcomes of the set of relationrelation
ships rather than with specification of the entities that are
involved in the relationship.
This issue is of importance when we consider the problem
of process rather than of classification.

A dynamic mode
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requires that, consider the operations that obtain between
entities through time rather than consider the character of
the entity as such.

This latter can only lead to a static

descriptive analysis, it cannot produce a set of testable
propositions that permit process statements.

It is a truism

that most events; especially social events, are processual in
nature so that any systemic account of these behaviors require
a dynamic mode of analysis and so one that is relational in
operative logic.
The concern with holism is also central to concerns with
the behavior of systems.

If systems concerns are dynamic and

therefore relational in character, then the entire set of
such relationships needs to be the basis of the system.

This

focus on the entirety of the set of relationships is the heart
of the holistic argument.

The assertion springs fromthe

observations that in many kinds of systems the resultant bebe
havior of the whole is greater and of a different order than a
summation of the parts (Ashby, 1960; von Forrester, 1969).
Certainly this is true of biological phenomena, and even
mechanical systems where the whole is seen as a sum of the
parts, and that alone, can be seen as a special case of the
holistic mode in that the sum alone is a system (Buckley,
1968; Sahl, 1976).
Coherency, the notion that the relationships that concon
stitute a systemic set share certain logical features, is a
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component of most concepts of a system.
necessary qualifications.

This leads to certain

If a system possesses coherency it

does not contain within its structure logical paradox, and so
necessarily possesses those qualities that are part of the
rela
Theory of Logical Types-that is levels of interpretative relationship are part of the set of relations that make up the
system (Bateson, 1972).
It is important to note that coherency does not mean
homeostasis per se.
theory.

That is the error of structural functional

The control aspects of a system are cybernetics in

nature, and are not necessary for the concept of systemic
coherency (Weiner, 1948).

Systems need not display control;

they do need to display coherency if they are to avoid logical
paradox (Bateson, 1972).
Finally, there is the problem of the grounding of the
set of relationships that make up the systemic set.

In the

three authors considered in this section three different
grounds for their consideration of systems may be found; viz.
con
For Bateson, the basis of the relational set that constitutes the system is the exchange of information, and
relation
information serves as the focal point for the set of relationships that constitute a system.
8hips

In Rapaport, the grounding is

in mathematical formulations whereby the characteristics of
the relational set are made clear, while in von Bertlanffy
the ground is located in the boundaries that the set
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establishes for itself, much as occurs in a biological model.
This variety of foci-groundings for the system-illustrate
that a set of relationships, empty of specific content, propro
vide the basis for conceptualization of a system.
system .

Indeed, it

is the operational characteristics of these relationships
that are the subject of General Systems Theory.

When such

operations are expressed coherently, with a sense of holism
and with 8pecified
specified grounds, we are in possession of a minimal
definition of a system.

c.

Application of the Paradigm to Information Theory
Information theory had its beginnings in the 1940's when the

problems of extending telecommunications capacity was considered in
a new light.

Up to that point when the pioneering work of Shannon

and Weaver was made public, the increase of capacity of a telecomtelecom
munications system was made physically.

With the advent of a whole

new industry following World War II, vast increases in the capacity
capac i ty
of existing systems were needed.

means
However, the use of physical means-

stringing new wires, laying cable, etc.-made this impossible.

1'he

need was then to extend the utilization of existing means, and this
r equired t he mathematical analysis of the problem of message transtrans
mission.
Once the conception of a message as a code oarrying bits of
infor
information was formulated, then the minimum number of bits of information that needed to be transmitted to oarry a message code could

TABLE lII-2
COMPARATIVE CHART FOR THE PARADIGMATIC ANALYSIS OF AUTHORS ON INFORMATION THEORY
Author

Problem

Theory

Method

Data

Weaver

Communications

Communications is the
ability to influence
behavior through mesmes
sages. Information is
a symbol set which
informa
makes up an information. Noise corrupts
a message. Math symsym
bols are less subsub
ject to noise.

Mathematical symbols permit
generalization as they are
without specific referents
in an empirical world, thus
they produce less noise.

TelecommunicaTelecommunica
tions engineerengineer
ing.

Weiner

Cybernetic
Feedback

Major framework of
modern science lies
in emphasis on probprob
ability and process
vs Newtonian concon
cerns with statics
and cause. New apap
proach sees organiorgani
zation as coextencoexten
sive with communicommuni
cations network.

Communications net is key
unit of analysis; network
is a set of feedback loops.
import
Communications net important because observers
filter all inputs.

Optics
Autonama Theory
and ServoServo
mechanisms.

TABLE 1IItII-22
(continued)
Author
Ashby

ProbleP.1
Probler.1

Theory
Th eory

Method

Data

Constraint and
Control

con 
Examination of constraints-set of pospos
sible functions.
Addition of parameters
to the set-range of
variation for phenomphenom
ena. Rules about
parameters-basis of
testing had of change.

con
Identification of constraints permits manipumanipu
lation. Rules of manipumanipu
lation then can be
discovered.

Bio logical
Biological
Phenomena
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be calculated.

If in turn, human languages could be broken down into

code that would be both simple and accurate they could be sent ecoeco
communica
nomically and then re-translated at the other end of the communications chain.
The extension of the ideas of coding, message transmission in
terms of form rather than content, and measurement of the flow of
information contained within this theory brought immediate response
from a number of disciplines; especially psychology, biology and the
social sciences.

These engineering concepts were extended to include

other modifications in meaning.

Many of these attempts to extend inin

formation theory were done without adequate theoretical understanding
or comprehension of the limitations of the concepts.
some areas significant advances were made.

However, in

When the theoretical

matrix of the engineering approach was added to the phenomena of
feedback, the ability of information analysis was made more explicit
and the foundations were set for the many fruitful applications that
now are made of information theory.
1.

Information and Communication:

Norbert Weiner

In Weiner's
Weiner'S formulation, information flows
along communications networks.

These networks

sys
serve to carry messages that activate the system to perform cybernetically with respect to
external or internal conditions.

Thus, in

Weiner'S analysis there can be no cybernetic
Weiner's
function without the transfer of communioations.
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Such transfers may empirically utilize physical
or symbolic transmission devioes; but the manman
ner of transmission has no effect on the form
(code) or content of the message per see

In
In-

deed, this nonepeoificity of the means of
transmission is traced by Weiner to a major
shift in scientific procedure from the NewNew
tonian model of the 17th Century to that used
in modern times.

The 17th Century sought to

deal directly with entities and
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into a static aethod of analysis.

evolved
Modern

soience however, is statistical in nature,
and as such, deals with distributive oharacoharac
terizations of frequenCies of an entity's
features.

As such, modern science has as ita

focus dynamic analysis of processes.

Modern

science also realizes the intrusion of the
observer into the empirical condition and
seeks to control it through statistioal means.
The organizational pattern of the distributions
of observations then becomes a communications
network where in the feedback loops of obob
server to event and to other observers makes
up the theoretical matrix of Weiner's concepconcep
tion of information theory.

Methodologically
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this communioations network is the unit of
analysis.

The network is defined by the

structure of tthe
he loops i t i nvo l ves , and t hese
are discovered by the cybernetic study of the
behavioral relationships of different entities
linked by the loops.

A typical loop is desdes

cribed by a servo-mechanism; such as a thermothermo
stat.

When the temperature drops below a

present point the thermostat starts the heater,
when it goes above a certain point it shuts
the heater off.

Ther servo-mechanism thus is

a communications device that uses at least
two different codes and concerns at least two
different bits of information:

temperature

of the room is one bit of information and is
collected in a mechanical manner.

The startstart

stop operation of the heater is a second type
of information and this is accomplished
electrically.

The parallel behavior of the

two nodes of the communications system-the
heater and the thermostate shows that they
constitute a communications network that is
linked in a negative feedback loop.

~ he
~he

data

bases that Weiner utilizes are far ranging
in his works, they range from biological
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analysis of nervous systems as they maintain
bodily processes in feedback loops to physics
of optics where the nature of light may be
more clearly understood in a systems manner
than in terms of a fixed Newtonian approach.
Weiner's major contribution to informainforma
tion theory has been the linking of feedback
processes to the transmission of messages.
Indeed, messages can only be understood if
there is feedback; reception without resultant
behavior is not meaningful.

Communications

thus demands a cybernetic aspect to informainforma
tion flow.

Certainly in any social analysis

communications applications of information
theory are one of the major potential analytanalyt
ical instruments that are available to the
social scientist or administrator.

The study

and analysis of behavior depends upon a comcom
munications network; both for the identificaidentifica
tion of the boundaries of the unit being
studied and for the very process of study itit
self.

The interaction of these two networks

is a feature of all social intercourse so that
Weiner'S theoretical and methodological apap
proach is a powerful instrument for application
in these areas.
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2.

The Control and Constraint of Informations
Hoss Ashby
Ashby's c onc e pt i on of i nfo rmat ion i s more
detailed and not as abstract as i8 Weiner's.
In Ashby's formulation, information theory
takes on more formal characteristics.

Infor
Infor-

mation is identified as occurring in sets (in
the mathematical sense).

Ashby is concerned

with the analysis of these s ets so as to disdis
cover the conditions whereby they may be
manipulated.

Once manipulation is possible

then the rules of their relationships may be
discovered and these will have the basis of
scientific generalizations about the phenomena
which the information concerns itself.
Ashby's problem or focus thus is on the
formulation of rules to control information.
Theoretically the search for rules begins with
the setting of constraints upon the possible
sets.

In this manner, possibilities are transtrans

formed into probabilities.

For example, in a

situation where a course of action is proposed.
Initially there are a number of possible outout
comes.

At the beginning of a trip, there are

many equiprobable directions to go.

Once the

set trip receives some constraint--such as
"go to the store", the trip has narrowed the
possibilities to a series of probabilities.
The trip will be in the general direction of
the store-say north.

But as constraints are

added, such as "in the fastest manner", only
one possibility has a high probability.

One

rule then for the behavior of information is
that as more constraints are added to a set,
the probability of that set occurring inin
creases.

Once we have established a series

of formal rules, and expressed them in a
founda
mathematical manner we shall have the foundations of a soientific analysis of behavior.
Rules, once formulated are applied methodmethod
ologically by observing their behavior over
time.

Thus, if different rules determine the

behavior of social groups in different ways,
as for example, in kinship systems, then only
changes in these rules will permit the culture
to change.

In many social service agencies

attempts to implement changes in client popupopu
lations operate on a manifest behavioral
level-such as housing, health care, etc., but
never attack the problem of changing the rules

that make the behavioral dysfunctions that are
the object of attempted change.
Ashby's conceptual izations are drawn
from a number of sources, but his principal
locus of application has been in biology and
in attempting to duplicate biological propro
cesses mathematically.

Thus, in his work

Design for a Brain (1960) these two disciplines
find common ground in his analysis of the concon
straint setting mechanisms over information
inputs that analytically is the analogue of
thought.

3.

The Analysis of Information Prooesses:
Warren Weaver
Weaver, and his colleague Shannon, were
responsible for the initial explicit treatment
of information in a mathematical framework.
Their initial contribution has been mentioned
previously.

Weaver has continued to discuss

the more general application of this approach
so that the emphasis is less upon the technotechno
logical application of these findings to
telecommunications, but rather upon message
transmission at any time with any media through
any medium.

Weaver's problem then for analyanaly

sis is the character of a message, and what
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involved in its transmission.
Weaver understands communication to have
taken place when one entity exerts influence
upon another's behavior.
exerted through a message.

This influence is
Such a message

transfers information (which is indicated by
the behavior change) usually in some form of
symbol.

sym
In most human affairs the basic sym-

bols are linguistic-speech or
Or the written
word.

sys
The ambiguities of these symbol sys-

tems leads to transmission difficulties;
messages are often not understood or mismis
understood.

Such a diversion from the inin

tended influence in a message is caused by
"noise".

Noise is thus anything that will

distort the meaning of a message.

MatheMathe

matical symbol system are both more general
leS8 ambiguous than are either the written
and less
word or speech.

The ability of a mathematical

system to function as a more efficient, that
is relatively noise free, system of communicommuni
ap
cation is thus a major focus of Weaver's approach.

Information that can be coded mathemathe

matically, and all information has some
mathematical basis since all information is
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statistical in nature, will thus be more
efficiently and unambiguously transmitted.
Weaver's data base is essentially the material
he developed in telecommunications where these
concepts were applied.

4.

Common Features of Information Theories
All of the three types of information
theory we have considered share certain comcom
mon features.

These arel

the concept of

message; the process of feedback, the need
for constraint, and the factor of redundancy.
These four characteristics then form the basic
frame of reference for the information code or
"interpretative language" and will be utilized
in the development of the analytical instrument
that is the objective of this research.
The concept of message is central to all
three conceptions of information.

A message

refers to the form of a communication rather
than its content.

Messages are sets of inin

formation that are transmitted through a
medium, and upon reception cause some influence
or change of behavior upon the receiving unit.
Messages usually are in a code; and as Weaver
points out the character of the code will
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will often determine the degree of ambiguity
within a message.

Messages are also closely

connected with any communication network in
that the only way that reception is acknowlacknowl
edged is by another message.
This latter aspect of message depends
upon the feedback aspects of the system.
re
Feedback permits the acknowledgement of reception, but it also serves as the basic
agency for system maintenance or change.
In a negative feedback situation, system
estab
maintenance is achieved through the establishment of a homeostatic situation along the
channels of communioation.

In a situation of

change, the feedback loop becomes positive
and the message involved takes on ever
stronger and increasing force until the syssys
tem boundaries are broken.

Once a new

equilibrium is established and new boundaries
are established, the configuration of the
signifi
system will most likely have been significantly changed into a new system.

Ashby and

Weiner point out the biological effects in
such feedback systems in considering change in
both evolutionary biology and changes in
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intellectual structures as well.
The third factor, constraint, is a feafea
ture that is important in the ana l ys i s of i n -
formation flow along the network.

It is, as

Ashby notes, constraint that changes an event
from a possibility to a probability.

Con
Con-

straints are the parameters that we add to any
set of information that makes its directiondirection
alityand probability more and more concrete.
Constraint thus provides the basic parameters
that give information the capability of being
analysed.
Finally redundancy, is a factor that
permits message decoding.

Symbols attain

meaning as systems only when they can be
learned.

The frequency of distribution of

various symbols permits them to assume alphaalpha
betic character, and this demands not only
constraint but redundancy.

The constraints

allow a symbol to have a frequency distribudistribu
tion, but the redundancy in the system over
time gives these frequencies the character
of rules.
Written language may serve as an exex
ample.

Constraints provide differences between
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letters to match speech.

But the redundancy

of the system-e.g., e is the most common
Common letter
in English, etc.- permits us to understand the
code of the language-its grammer and syntax,
etc.
D.

Application of the Paradigm to Managerial Theory
Of the three basic "language types" concerned in this analysis;

the role of managerial theory is most obvious.

In almost all organorgan

ized affairs, both governmental and private, there is a managerial
role which seeks to rationally control the various processes that
are being undertaken by the agency in question.

The familarity of

management does not however, mean that the theory that explains its
behavior and seeks to make management more effective is fixed.

The

analysis of successful management is a product of the lat 19th
century.

The pioneering studies of Taylor (1911), Mayo (1946),

etc., were supplemented by the work of sociologists who studied
bureaucratic phenomena-Weber (1946), Merton (1968), Blau (1963),
etc.

This corpus of work has been more or less structured into what

we may call Traditional Managerial Theory.

Since the advent of high

technology into managerial roles-the mass utilization of computers,
modern systems analysis and ever greater complexity into private
and public agencies, managerial theory has undergone several modimodi
fications.

Two of the most significant of these are the emphasis

of cost-benefit analysis and task-efficiency analysis into the matrix

TABLE III-3
COMPARATIVE
Author

Cr~T

FOR THE PARADIGMATIC COMPARISON OF AUTHORS ON MANAGERIAL THEORY

Problem

Theory

Method

Data

MBO
MBOReif &
Bassford

Developing a
Cost-effective
Managerial
Tool

Quantified results are
of greater value than
qualitative ones in
management; objective
measurement is
scientific.

Define objectives that are
measurable in order to
measure most cost effective
procedures.

Bell Telephone
managerial
practice.

NASA
Katz &
Rosenzweig

Effective
util iza tion of
high technology
and experts.

Line and staff type of
ade
organization not adequate to use of expertsexperts
top management can't
know enough-thus blocks
information flow; a
type of information
theory.

Utilization of task forces
built around particular
tasks; avoid line and
staff type of management.

NASA space
projects.

Tradi t ional
Traditional
Managerial
Theory

Control and
supervision of
informa tion .
Preservation of
the structure.

Organizational strucstruc
tures mirror power;
hierarchial basis for
decisions. Goals tend
to be qualitative to
avoid rigid specifispecifi
cation and to allow
expansion of rules.

Development of a rational
line and staff around the
hierarchial power
structure.

Bureaucracy ln
in
general.

-...l
-...J

o

of traditional theory.

This section will concern itself with the

application of the paradigm to the analysis of these three foci in
managerial theory as it applies to the process of decision making.
1.

Traditional Managerial Theory
The locus of traditional managerial theory
has been in the analysis of the effects and
mechanisms that attend to hierarchial strucstruc
turing in organization.
wnile hierarchial structures are found
throughout the institutional bodies that exist
throughout Western culture, the basis of hierhier
archial structuring in a decision making role
is bureaucracy.

This is especially true of

social service agencies whether they are inin
volved in planning, administration or the
delivery of services.

It is for this reason

that this analysis of the traditional manamana
gerial approach will focus upon managerial
operations in bureaucratic settings.
In addition to hierarchial organization,
bureaucracy possesses other features that are
of concern to management analysis.

Among

these are the tendency for power to concentrate
at the apex of the bureaucracy; the tendency
of the structure to behave in such a manner
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that the structure will be preserved above any
other consideration, and the tendency of a
bureaucracy to seek to extend its sphere of
jurisdiction.

This latter tendency is related

to the concern for preservation; the greater
the number of tasks encompassed by the
bureaucracy, the less apt is the organization
to dissolve upon completion of the task.
All of these tendencies and charactercharacter
istics of bureaucracy illustrate the close rere
lationship of structure to power.

Bureaucratic

organization and the hierarchial flow of power
through it provide a political base from which
policy may be implemented or changed.

Tradi
Tradi-

tional managerial theory seeks to understand
this political element of management as well
as recognizing the need for rationalization
through the means of line and staff distinctions.
Power, that is the ability to make and carry
out decisions are conceptualized as a line
function.

There is usually a clear chain of

command along the line functions, and power
is concentrated at the top.

Staff functions,

historically added later, serve to provide
expert advice at critical points along the
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chain of command.

However, line and staff

functions are always kept clearly apart and
distinct.

Power is always channeled along

the line, and never from staff.

E.g., in a

managerial hierarchy a social worker could
advise an agency head but could not make
decisions about operations.
When this structural approach is utilized
in social service agencies, most bureaucratic
administrative components of a social service
system are middle line functionaries.

Power

is exercised through the agency, but is always
reserved to the political body that controls
fiscal affairs and hence decision making,
apart from routine house keeping functions
are reserved to units outside of the bureaubureau
cracy.

I.e., funding for bureaucracy depends

upon legislative decisions.
This split in the line function-where
final decision making power is concentrated
in bodies outside of the agency leads to a
tendency in service bureaucracies to confuse
staff and line functions.

This violation of

a basic tenent of managerial theory provides
a clue to the inefficiencies that usually
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characterize service delivery bureaucracies.
It also provides a basis for the innovations

that characterize the changes made in manamana
gerial theory in the last twenty years.

These

innovations are discussed below.
In applying the paradigm to traditional
theory we may identify the major problem that
bureaucratic organization addresses itself to
be (a)
(b)

the preservation of the structure and

the control and supervision of the flow

of information.

We have discussed the relarela

tionship of bureaucracy to power above.

The

control of information flow is the only manner
whereby administrative and managerial units
can be arranged productive in a material sense,
so that the only resource with which they concon
cern themselves is information.

Line organorgan

izations depend upon the control of knowledge.
Information flow is usually restricted-in
extreme cases on a "need to know" basis, and
only the head of the organization has access
to all parts of the operational picture.

In

practice of course, knowledge is less rigidly
controlled, but there is a distinct tendency
to restrict information flow only to what is
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needed for a particular level of organization
to function (Weber, 1946).
Methodologically, bureaucracy operates
with the instrumentality of line and staff.
pre
While line controls are usually clear and prescribed, staff functions are often a source of
difficulty.

The advisory nature of staff

positions creates a sense of frustration on
the part of participants, especially when adad
vice is ignored or changed, usually for line
reasons of which the staff remains ignorant.
Staff functions are necessary for expertise
structuresj but staff
within modern managerial structures;
advice will be sacrificed to preserve the line
function-that is to preserve the bureaucracy.
The data base for the theoretical model
of the traditional managerial theory is
enormous.

A very large number of sociological

studies have been made of bureaucratic strucstruc
tures.

Among social service agencies there

are classical studies of agencies such as
Wiehe (1973)1 Kahn (1970).

All of these

studies however, tend to exhibit the charactercharacter
istics that are outlined above.
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2Q

MBa - Management by Objeotive

pre
The tendencies of bureaucracies to preextend
serve and ext
end their domains can lead to a
situation where the costs of operation begin
to prove nonbeneficial.

The overlapping of

functions, arising from the tendency to expand
spheres of jurisdiction in rival units of a
bureaucratio structure not only duplicates
activity, but delays the entire operation of
the total bureaucracy.

Economically such a

situation leads to loss rather than profit;
and even where some redundancy is required in
a structure, too much effort diverted into
duplication will mean failure of the activity
over time.
tenden
In an effort to minimize these tendencies to expand jurisdiction a technique that
modified traditional managerial approaches was
developed, management by objective.
Management by objective (MBO) essentially
seeks to clearly specify the mission of any
bureaucracy or unit of a bureaucracy.

This

specification however, is made in measurable
ful
terms so that performance in successfully fulfilling the mission requirements can be
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objectively made.

Once such measurements are

possible, a more rational ordering of resources,
priorities and the identificationof redundancies
can be accomplished.

The end goal of MBO is

coat effectiveness in operations.
When the paradigm is applied to MBO
several major differences between the approach
and traditional theory become apparent.

First,

and moat importantly the problem to which the
technique addresses itself is cost effectiveness
of operation whereas traditional theory is
primarily concerned with maintenance and concon
trol.

Moreover, this approach seeks to develop

objective measures of performance so that
effectiveness is capable of being expressed in
economic terms.
The theoretical basis for this approach
thus lies in the acceptance of the notion that
objective, empirical measures that are capable
of quantification are superior and lend themthem
selves to manipulation and comprehension are
better managerial instruments than are qualiquali
character
tative statements of goals that are characteristic of more traditional managerial theoryQ
Since the goal of management in MBO is
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efficiency (in economic terms) and the goal of
traditional organizations is system maintenance,
the theoretical emphasis of MBO on quantitative
measurement is different from that found in
traditional managerial theory.

(Reif and BassBass

ford, 1973; Raider, 1975)
Methodologically the differences are more
striking.

MBO seeks to make costs lower, and

to achieve this will tend to open up informainforma
tion flow rather than to restrict it as in the
line and staff organizational structure that
is characteristic of traditional managerial
practice.

While MBO does not do away with

line and staff distinctions, nor with the
chain of command concept, it does specify the
tasks that each line and staff office has and
provides measures of efficiency for their
operation.

With these constraints-public

mission specification and the need to perform
re
in a measurable manner-the tendency to reneces
strict information flow beyond what is necessary should prove to be more difficult.

Power

relations are both changed and perhaps
strengthened in MBO.

The ability to control

performance more directly as the technique
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implies also means that more power is concenconcen
trated in the hierarchy.

However, the flow of

power (in bureaucracies this is always a matmat
ter of information flow) is more public and
out
less liable to individual manipulation outside of the stated mission responsibilities
for the units of the bureaucracy.
The data base for MBO applications,
while not as rich as that of traditional
managerial theory, still has several empirical
case histories.

The most notable example is

that of the Bell Telephone Company where MBO
is applied in management (Reif and Bassford,

197}).
1973).
}.
3.

Task Force Theory:

NASA

The other major change to traditional
managerial theory appeared in the last fifteen
or so years.

This modification of managerial

repre
concepts is more far reaching than that represented by MBO, in that it involves structural
manage
changes in the line-staff approach to management that have served as the hallmark of tratra
ditional approaches.
modi
Whereas MBO concerned itself with modifications to managerial approaches that sought
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cost effectiveness as a goal, task force apap
proaches are a result of the information exex
plosion that has attended the scientific and
technological developments since the Second
World War.

Traditional managerial theory is

hierarchial in structure, and the flow of inin
formation is from the top down.

However, in

areas where high levels of expertise and techtech
nology are involved, decisions require more
data than can be handled by anyone person.
Staff-line relationships tend to be clouded
by the division of responsibility from the
action.

In technical or expert situations

the separation of authority from knowledge
proves to be detrimental to both.

It was in

response to this latter problem that the tasktask
force approach to management was developed.
The task-force approach to managerial
operations however, depends upon the participartici
pants all being highly trained professionals
so that respect for an area of expertise
depends upon the information that the partiparti
cipant controls rather than on extraneous
other factors such as status or age, etc.
Thus, the innovation is limited by personnel
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considerations.

In cases where such relationrelation

ships can be established however, the task-force
approach is highly succe s s ful.
The task-force theory of management dede
pends upon clear specification of the various
tasks involved in the activity being adminisadminis
tered.

Each task is then analysed as to what

expertise is required and a task-force is
organized around these requirements.

The

emphasis is on information exchange, and relarela
tions within the task-force, and between
various task-forces are open in all directions.
The hierarchial principle is thus changed into
a situation where old line functions extend
both horizontally and vertically.
When the paradigm is applied to this
approach, the problem addressed is one of the
effective utilization of highly technical or
professional experts in a manner that facilifacili
tates information flow rather than controlling
it as in traditional mode of management.
Theoretically then, task-force managerial
concepts are a variety of information theory.
Old traditional forms of hierarchial organizaorganiza
tion are correctly identified as being strucstruc
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tured to control and limit information flow,
whereas such a procedure is wasteful and inin
efficient where highly skilled and technical
information is involved.

The method whereby

task-force approaches increase the flow of
information lies in the elimination of the
hierarchial structure and the substitution of
line
the task oriented grouping of a merged linestaff organization.
The clearest example of the successful
opera
application of this approach is in the operations of NASA.

The National Space and AeroAero

num
nautics Administration consists of large numdevelop
bers of experts and professionals all developing new technologies and concepts.

tra
The tra-

ditional approach to the management of these
activities ended in failure because the admin
administrators charged with managing the enterprise
could not command the knowledge in all of the
various complex fields to be able to make the
necessary decisions.

With the adoption of the

task-force technique the programs moved ahead
rapidly and much more efficiently.
Rosenzweig, 1972)

(Kast and
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There is a danger in the task-force form
of administration however; efficiency and cost
beneficial operations do not necessarily propro
vide a political base for the maintenance and
continuance of activities.

The rapid shrinkage

of NASA after the successful Apollo moon propro
gram is an illustration of this.

Enormous

success and clear ability in organization for
achieving oomplex and difficult tasks were not
rewarded or utilized in other areas.
not have happen€d.

This need

The same organization

could have been used to solve different taskstasks
e.g., problems of mass transportation, etc.
This however, did not happen.

The lack of a

bureaucratic political base thus proved costly
to the agency.

Nevertheless, the task-force

approach is a method for dealing with complex
problems in administration where information
restric
flow requires enhancement rather than restric-

tion.
Task-force approaches, while probably
not suited to most social service managerial
operations, may nevertheless have some scope
for application.

This is especially true in

the planning and administrative areas rather
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than in areas of direct service.

Since fiscal

control will almost certainly remain in the
fund
province of the legislators, the level of funding determines the amount of direct service.

4.

Common Features of Managerial Theories
Comparison of the three managerial
theories leads us to the selection of their
commonalities as the basis for a managerial
"language".

These commonalities will serve as

guides in the delineation of the managerial
frame of reference which will form the basis
of the predictive instrument developed in
this thesis.
All managerial theories have an economic
basis; all are concerned with costs, effectiveeffective
ness, and efficiency.

theo
In addition, the theo-

retical concerns of all of these forms of
objec
managerial approachs focus on a goal or objective whereby the costs may be measured either
quantitatively or qualitatively.
concepts then:

The four

cost, efficiency, effectiveness

and objective are the basic commonalities for
managerial theory.
Cost, clearly is not restricted to
material expenses alone in management.

There
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are costs in personnel affairs, delays or obob
structions of information flow, retention of

culture values that interfere with operations,
etc.

Costs may be evaluated in various ways;

most often in management in social services
the costs involved are in the form of various
trade-offs that are involved when differing
priorities-both fiscal and cultural-come into
conflict.

re
All forms of managerial theory re-

viewed here seek to make the system less
costly overall, or to make specific the
alternatives in areas where trade-offs are
involved.
Efficiency, while related to cost is not
synonymous with it.

con
While the economic con-

sideration of efficiency may indeed be closely
tied to costs, economic indicators are not the
only measures utilized in managerial activity.
In social service administration other indiindi
cators such as physical or mental well being,
individual rights, etc., are used as well as
cost.

Efficienoy thus is the most adequate

performance of a task according to some index,
quanti
whether that index is qualitative or quantitative is of no consequence.
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Effectiveness, is similar to efficiency in
that it too is related to costs but has certain
distinctions that are non-economic in nature.
Effectiveness implies that certain priorities
are involved in any managerial decision.

In a

ex
complex situation, various subsystems may exhibit very efficient operations as subsystems.
But the total system may suffer when subsystems
operate independently of their mutual, but
hidden total system goals.

The effectiveness

in
of the situation then may demand apparent inefficiency and high costs in some of its parts
in order that the whole be able to function.
Effectiveness then is related to the operation
of the total system involved in the managerial
enterprise.
Objective, or goal for managerial theory
is a necessary part of the conceptual frame of
reference.

con
The indices that are used to con-

ceptualize costs, efficiency and effectiveness
all find their basis in the objective that is
the end point for management.

specifica
The specifica-

tion of the objective may be specific as in
MBO or task-force approaches, or relatively
obscure as in traditional approaches; but all
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the theories require that a goal or objective
be stated.

Objectives may also be either

static or dynamic.

Traditional approaches

tend to have dynamic objectives as a result
of their tendencies toward "empire building",
whereas MBO or task-force analysis often have
more specific, and thus
thuB static goals.
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CHAPTER
CHAPI'ER IV
AN APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO A REORGANIZATION EFFORT
IN SOCIAL SERVICE DELIVERY
The previous chapter permitted the identification of the comcom
mon elements that form the interpretative language or code for three
basic
basio systems approaches to decision making.

In this chapter we

shall utilize these common elements to construct an instrument wherewhere
by the model's predictions as to code usage and the success or failfail
ure of communications between subsystems may be verified.

Once the

instrument is presented, it will be applied to a reorganization
effort now proceeding in the Department of Human Resources of the
State of Oregon.

Unlike traditional structural-functionalism where

the model would be applied post hoc to completed process (in this
case a final form of a bill).

The model is applied to data about

the change process, i.e., bill drafts, L.C. 's, memos, letters,
testimony, etc.

The model's ability to deal with change processes

as they occur rather than after the fact as in traditional theory
will be illustrated by the ability of the model to predict the forms
of communications utilized by the various groups involved in the
subsystem and their ability to successful translate from one code
to another.

In addition, the model provides predictions of the

probable outcome of the reorganization from a number of alternatives
that are pending at this time.

It does this by providing probabilprobabil

ity estimates as to the success or failure of the various bodies to
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"pa.ckage" their proposal in an appropriate code.
"package"

These predictions

may be verified by the examination of the data-documentary examples

tha.t embody the code "packages" at
a.t various stages of the decision
process.

Time and budgetary constraints limit the application of the

model to the analysis of the documentary material involved in the
reorganization process.

However, these elements have been supplesupple

mented by field observations and participation in some of the
activities described belOW.
below.

10

Construction of an Instrument
As has been noted, three basic codes have
been identified as constituting the major inin
terpretative schematas for a systems approach.
Each of these codes has been reduced to a set
of common elements that permits their being
empha
distinguished one from the other as to emphasia, manner of presentation of materials framed
within the code, and most probable locus within
decision making structure as predicted by
the deciaion
the model.

These features will not be supplesupple

des
mented and extended so that the model's descriptive materials for each of the three codes
.ay be applied to documentary evidence to
illustrate the decision process.

In these

extensions two other features are necessary;
the formulation of the common terms into a
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descrip
series of statements that are general descriptions of the typical contents and forms of
oommunication for each code, and some empirical
examples of materials that express the language
form of the code.
Table 111-1 provides a convenient form
whereby the characteristics of each of the
three codes may be compared.

In formulating

the generalized picture of a code's typical
contents, a modification of the processes of
content analysis was utilized (Riley and Stoll,
1968).

Three foci for such typical contents

were selected; the basic orientation used,
the type of terminology, and the typical
audience addressed.

These three features

permit sufficient identification of the code
when it appears in various empirical forms or
documents.
The orientation feature refers to the
type of issue that the code addresses itself
or to the basic framework into which an issue
is forced as a result of the use of the code
in question.

Thus, in a general system theory

code, the orientation is very general; it
seeks no detailed specific set of directions
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in decision making but is utilized best in
making clear all of the implications of a propro
sys
posed course of action throughout the whole system.

An information code is, on the other hand

much more specific and technical in nature.
Its orientation is to be optimization of the
flow of information within a specific interinter
face.

communica
As such, the orientation of communica-

de
tions in this code are typically highly detailed and technical in nature.

Managerial

codes on the other hand, are even more specific
in their orientation.

They are typically not

only detailed, but restricted to a political
or economic outcome orientation.

The three

codes thus offer a spectrum ranging from a
very general orientation of general systems
theory to a very specific and restricted code
in managerial theory.
This spectrum of degrees of generality
is mirrored in the typical terminology used in
the codes as well.

General systems theory

codes often find expression in relatively
ordinary language, at least as far as social
analysis is concerned (von Bertlanffy, 1972;
Klir, 1969; Fried and Molnar, 1975).

The use

TABLE IV-1
FEATURES OF THE THREE BASIC
BAS IC SYSTH1S CODES:

THEIR
THE IR CONTENTS AND DOCUMENTARY EXAl\1PLES

Interpretative
Code

Basic Common
Terms

Locus of Interface
of Mode 1I

Typical Contents
and Audiences

Empirical and Documentary
Example

General
Systems
Theory

Relational
logic
Holism
Coherency
Ground

Public/voter with
Politician/repre
Politician/representative

General issue
orientation
Common language
Vocabulary
General public
as audience

Press releases;
Political speech
Public testimony in
Legislature

Informa tion
Information
Theory

Message
Feedback
Constraint
Redundancy

Public/client with
Bureaucracy/Service
Del ivery
Political/Fiscal
wi th Political/
with
Poli tical/
Representational

Specific, detailed
orientation
Technical
Vocabulary
Technical audience

Fiscal analysis of a
budget
Legislative questions
to bureaucracy on
operations

Managerial
Theory

Cost
Efficiency
Effectiveness
Objective

Bureaucracy/Delivery
with Bureaucracy/
Managerial
Bureaucra ti c/
Managerial with
Political/Fiscal

Economic or politpo li t
ical power
orientation
Jargon
Subordinates as
audience

Manuals of rules and
administrative
regula tions
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of technical terms and jargon is minimal, bebe
ing conditioned only by their use in those areas

t he theory at the
that are being integrated by the
time.

Thus, in Bateson's work, the number of

technical terms used in the analysis of inforinfor
mation exchange or psychiatric problems is far
less than occurs in a typical article in
journals that are characteristic for those
fields alone.
Information languages tend to utilize a
technical code.

in
The close association of in-

formation theory and engineering leads to the
proliferation of technical terms that have dede
mean
tailed, and in many cases well specified meanings that are capable of mathematical expresexpres
sion.

(~eaver,

vocabu
1949) This technical vocabu-

lary, while unfamiliar to social scientists,
has its analogue in the technical languages
that are used in decision making when either
fiscal or management information processes
are applied to agency behavior.

PERT, or

other variations of the critical path method
are not less technical in their applications
than some of the more classical engineering
applications of information theory (Miller,

1963; Hetrick, 1963).
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Managerial languages are often the most
jargon ridden vocabularies having in many
cases evolved through a bureauc ra tic process
con
where all of the forces that make for the control and limitation of knowledge are expressed
in very detailed form.

distin
Jargon may be distin-

guished from a technical language in that a
technical term seeks to olarify a concept and
restrict its ambiguity while jargon only seeks
to accomplish this while in fact increasing
ambiguity.

The rules and regulations that

are the heart of any social service delivery
ef
system provide excellent examples of the effect of jargon in attempting to apparently rere
duce ambiguity while still maintaining control
of information.

Indeed, the need for techtech

nical interpretation by the Attorney General
is often the only way out of an impasse that
is created by exoessive use of jargon.

(e.g.,

Depart
thus in an opinion request OP-3661 by Department of Human Resources to Attorney General:
"Your second question is whether
there is any difference in the
con
meaning of the term 'actual consumers of services under the
aging programs,' as used in the
con
state statute, and 'actual consumers of services under this
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program,'
program.' as used in the Federal
regulations. The two terms have
exactly the same meaning in
their respective contexts."
Finally,
Finally. the character of the audience
needs to be considered.

The model identifies

the most probable use of a general systems
theory code on the part of politicians interinter
representa
facing with the public in their representational and voter aspects.

The audience thus

is usually the general public and the empirical
example of such interface documents are press
releases,
releases. political addresses by politicians
where they discuss a general issue-such as the
needs for the elderly; and public testimony
by citizens before legislative committees.
Information theory codes, being much more
technical, usually finds its audience in social
service area in the legislative fiscal aspect.
When not addressing the public,
publiC, the legislalegisla
tive decision maker is concerned with the fisfis
legis
cal constraints that are the means of legislative control over the bureaucracy.

The

audience for such inquiries is thus technicalvar
and finds expressions in budget analysis of various programs and the types of questions that
are asked of budget makers in committee
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hearings.

With respect to the public-client

and bureaucratic delivery system interface, the
information theory finds expression in such
technical problems as establishing eligibility
for a program.

The real audience here is not

the client but the bureaucrat; the client
needs to satisfy the requirements established
for him, rather than having agency personnel
service his unspecified needs.
Managerial languages are often restricted
in
to "in-house" operations of the agencies involved in the administration and delivery of
services.

While managerial language codes are

not always used in a strict line-staff manner;
in most social service delivery systems they
are organized in the traditional manner.

Such

traditional managerial languages are addressed
to subordinates as their audience, and seek
with the aid of jargon to both maintain the
subordinate-superordinate relationship and to
protect the superior with ambiguity.

Examples

regu
are clearly such documents as rules and regulations that govern administrative procedures
for an agency.
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2.

Background of the Problem of Analysis
The State of Oregon is undergoing a dede
ciaion making proces s with respect to the recision
re
organization of the Department of Human
Resources.

More specifically there is the

question of the place of various programs for
the elderly within these organizational efforts.
This area was selected for the application of
the model since all of the elements of the
model-public, bureaucracy and politicians are
involved with these problems in decision makmak
ing, and the availability of materials and
field experiences made the data more easily
available for analysis.

Finally, while the

actual decision in the matter is not yet
forthcoming; the model should predict the most
probable outcome of the decision process.

The

case thus provides a potential for verificaverifica
tion.
reorganiza
The issues involved in the reorganization of the Department are complex and have
several latent and manifest characteristics
that are in many ways opposed to each other.
In presenting the background to the various
policy options that rre the heart of the
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decision process, the various manifest and
latent aspects of the issues that developed
over time will be presented.

Various documents

illustrating the developing phases of the dede
cision process will then be noted, and their
operational code analysed.

The model, having

predicted that proposals that are "packaged"
in a code that is mutually comprehendable will
more likely find support, will then be applied
to the actual events and their expressions in
documents.

From this application, predictions

as to the probability of various alternatives
will be made along with an analysis of the
potential problems that proposed changes might
cause in the communications network of the
Department of Human Resources and programs
affecting the elderly.
The various issues that evolved over
time and the manifest and latent aspects that
formed the basia
basis for the problem's evolution
along the lines described are summarized in
Table III-2.

De
The 1971 legislature established a Department of Human Resources that set up an
administrative structure for many programs

TABLE IV-2
MANIFEST AND LATENT ASPECTS OF THE REORGANIZATION OF DHR DECISION PROCESSES
Issue

Manifest Aspect

Latent Aspect

Need for more efficient organiorgani
zation; DHR has responsibility
but no authority, too dependent
on PWD.

Inefficiency of Drffi management;
most programs are funded (and
thus controlled) by PWD which is
outside of DHR.

PWD dominant in human services
and is increasingly bureaucratic;
power is extending into policy
areas, politicians face losing
control.

Programs for Elderly get Federal
support; many senior citizens
need assistance but don't meet
PWD eligibility criteria.

Programs established outside of
PWD to assist elderly:
-SPOA-administers funds to local

SPOA acts to establish a counter
bureaucracy to PWD.

MA.

-Project Independence for those
not on welfare.
-Governor's Committee for
advocacy.
Reorganization is proposed.

Simplification of administration
and cost-beneficial cuts in curcur
rent duplication.

Elderly programs and Project
Independence suggest PWD is too
limited to be independent of DHR.
Governor's Committee is in
advocacy role and is used to
support reorganization.
PWD will be brought under DHR, as
well as SPOA, Elderly Programs
and Project Independence. Aging
programs to be a division along
with PWD.
Administration of DHR unclassiunclassi
fied; less bureaucratic.

Prevention of PWD division from
controlling DHR.

Division status equal; DHR makes
up budgets for all divisions.

The established political base
amongst elderly gives politicians
countervailing power in running
DHR.
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involving the delivery of social services.
However, a basic failure, at that time was the
exclusion of the Department of Public Welfare
from control by the Department of Human ReRe
sources.

Since much of the funding of programs

in DHH was controlled through the Public WelWel
fare Department, there was a separation of
responsibility from authority in the operations
of DHR.

In addition, the procedures and legislegis

lative restrictions on FWD operations led to a
certain amount of public demand for reform.
Many elderly people thus needed services, but
did not meet the requirements of the FWD.
This structure was partially the result of an
awareness of the legislature of a cultural
problem, e.g., many elderly will not use
Public Welfare.

So that elderly people were

made separate from FWD.

(Minutes of Sub

Comittees #4, Ways and Means, 5-20-75)
These facts, in addition to a growing concern
nationally and throughout the State with the
elderly led the Federal government to make
available various funds for aiding the elderly.
These manifest features of the issue of the
need to reorganize DHR mask other political
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problems that while latent, are perhaps more
important in the impact that they exert upon
tthe
he decision process.
The tendency of bureaucracy to expand
has already been noted.

The danger in this

is that the bureaucracy will encompass policy
making as well as administration within its
preview.

ad
Such a development is both poor ad-

ministration, and more seriously leads to a
loss of individual liberty (Kaufman, 1968;
Lang, 1968; Simon, 1968).

The power of FWD

over the control of human services is immense,
and FWD was politically successful in mainmain
taining its autonomy from policy control when
it avoided being placed under DHR in 1971.
The funding available from Federal sources
for programs for elderly citizens thus propro
vided the Governor with a means to create a
series of programs outside of FWD-in this case
the Governor's Committee on Aging; Project
Independence and State Programs on Aging
(SPOA).

This apparent diffuseness of efforts

saw successful in establishing a need to rere
organize DHR, and include FWD within its
preview.

functions
In addition, the various functions-
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Project Independence to service those whose
need assistance without meeting FWD qualifiqualifi
Governor 1 s Committee advocacy
cations; the Governor's
role, etc., formed a political base to
accomplish this reorganization.

3.

Examples of Documents Reflecting the Three Codes
Table 1-1
I-I locates the six interfaces,
within and between subsystems in the model.
Since we have previously eschewed the analysis
of the public interfaces, at least on the
public/voter-public/client locus, we shall
present only typical documents to ullustrate
the remaining five interfaces.
a.

The PublicjVoter-PoliticianjRepresentative
Public/Voter-Politician/Representative
Interface

(B in Figure 1)

In context of the problems of rere

poli
organization of DHR, and the latent poliical utilization of the various programs
for the elderly to accomplish this end,
appropriate documentation for this interinter
face will be found in the materials propro
vided by the Governor's
Governor 1 s Committee on Aging.
The minutes of these meetings, as well as
news releases and press coverage of the
advocacy aspect of the Committee-the
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Coalition of Senior Advocates all provide
examples of the type of materials that
represent this interface.
As the model predicts, those docu
documente
menta that express themselves in a General
Systems Theoretical code emphasizing gengen
eral issues rather than detailed specific
ones in common language are successful in
this regard.

(Minutes meetings of GCOA;

press releases)

An example of the Minutes

of the Governor's Committee on Aging for
January 21, 1977 includes the following
material.

This discussion of energy costs

by the Utility Commissioner of Oregon is
an example of the use of a General Systems
Theory code, that is it is a broad overover
view and not a specific technical or
jargonistic expression.
Com
Charles Davis, Utility Commissioner of Oregon, spoke on
utility problems. He discussed
Com
the role of the Governor's Committee. It should provide propro
tection and not unnecessary reguregu
lations. He talked about the role
of regulation. He explained how
rates were discussed and regulated.
Mr. Davis mentioned that 70 perper
cent of our natural gas supply
comes from Canada. He mentioned
the rural electrification problem.
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The role of public and private
utilities was explained. He disdis
cussed Bonneville Power AdminisAdminis
tration. Also, he stated that at
present time, he could not set a
separate rate for parts of the
public. He explained the State
Energy Authority proposal of
Governor Straub which would try
to buy electrical power from
Bonneville Power Administration
and then sell it to users of
electricity.
Bonneville Power Authority
is discussing now with the pripri
vate utilities some cooperative
arrangement to purchase all the
electricity and then ration it
to the users. Dick Wilson asked
about the role of utility advoadvo
cate for older people. Charles
Davis reported that they are
working on changing the rules,
but he felt that it was bad for
seotions of the population to
get discounts. The State should
decide. Walter McGettigan thanked
Charles Davis for his presentation
and time.
The newspaper release reproduced herein
present another example of General Systems
Theory coding in that they are meant to appeal
to the general public.
b.

The Political/~epresentative-Politicall
Fiscal Interface

(D in Figure 1)

This interface is best represented
by the materials found in legislative
questioning of the services of LegislaLegisla
tive Fiscal.

The latter institution is
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the financial research arm of the legislature as a counterbalance to the budget
requests of various administrative
agencies.
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when the reorganization package reaches
the point of analysis by Legislative ReRe
view and Legislative Fiscal Offices, this
same use of technical codes will repeat.
c.

Bureaucratic!Managerial-Legislative!
Fiscal Interface

(A in Figure 1)
1)

The materials that are characterischaracteris
tic of this interface may be found in such
testimony as is presented by senior
bureaucratic officials to Legislative
committees.

Thus, in the testimony of the

state
Deputy Director of DHR, a prepared statement dealt with the various duties and
assignments of Special Assistant for
Programs for the Elderly.
The 1975 Legislature alao
also created the
position of Special Assistant for Programs
for the Elderly, within the Office of the
Human Resources.
Director of the Department of Ruman
The Special Assistant by law serves as ExEx
ecutive Officer of the Governor's Committee
on Aging. By law also, she assumes responrespon
sibility for statewide advocacy for senior
citizens and articulates recommendations of
the Governor's Committee on Aging. Clearly,
the statute gives Mrs. Shepherd two hats to
wear--one a member of the director's staff,
and the other staff for an advisory committee.
In giving her statement, and in responding
to questions, she will carefully identify
the hat under which she is speaking.
Mrs. Shepherd's ongoing assignment
Independence-
is administration of Project Independence--

109
109
aa program
program established
established by
by the
the 1975
1975 Legis
Legislature
lature intended
intended to
to defer,
defer, as
as long
long as
as
possible,
possible, institutionalization
institutionalization of
of the
the
elderly
elderly
Another
Another example
example of
of managerial
managerial code
code
usage
usage is
is to
to be
be found
found in
in the
the testimony
testimony of
of
the
the Director
Director of
of State
State Programs
Programs on
on Aging.
Aging.
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CURRENT AND PROPOSED PROGRAMS FOR THE ELDERLY
STATE PROGRAM ON AGING

I.

Introductory
The State Program on Aging was established in March, 1967 followfollow
ing passage by the Congress of the Older Americans Act of 1965,
approval of Oregon's State Plan by the Administration on Aging,
and approval and appropriation of required general fund match
by the Oregon Legislative Assembly. Now, at the onset of the
program, the state is required to matoh only those federal funds
coming into the state for state agency operation. Required
matching funds for federal fund allocations for community serser
vices for the elderly are met locally. The federal funds for
services in the states have always been allocated on a population
formulas initially, on the basis of each state's population 65
and over, currently on the basis of the state's population 60 and
over o

On July 1, 1976 there were 368,904 persons over 60 years accord
according to estimates by the State Program on Aging. This is 15.8% of
the state's estimated population of 2,332,000. Of this group
264,982 are over 65 or 11.4% of the state's population.
The state's population is projected to increase 16.9% over the
next ten years. The number of persons over 65 will increase by
21.0% and the number of persons over 60 will increase 17.6%0
Persons over 80 will increase 17.6% over the same period but women
over 80 will increase by 21.6% resulting in a higher proportion
of widows over 80.
It is estimated that as of July 1, 1976, 64,920 persons or 17.6%
of those over 60 made less than S3,800 per year and therefore
were below the poverty level. SSI recipients over 60 total
12,315 or 3.~.
The ~ lderly comprise the largest segment of the chronically
disabled, suffering from such ailments as loss of sight, hearing
impairments, and impaired mobility.
This state agency carries the responsibility of bringing together
resources to address the needs of older Oregonians, irrespective
of funding source public or private. While federal funds for serser
vices haYe increased markedly (from approximately S200,000 in
special payments for the 67-69 biennium to S8 million plus in the
77-79 biennium) Congress has never intended that Older Americans
Act funds encompass the service needs of older Americans but that

111
these funds serve a catalytic purpose in the generation of other
resouroes.
Working within the designated state agency, the Department of
Human Resources,
am on Aging as the single organizational
Resource s, the Progr
Program
unit has the delegated authority for implementation of the federal
Act which include responsibilities for statewide planning and
coordination of aging prograas, along with specific responsibilresponsibil
ities for administration and monitoring of programs funded through
the Older Americans Act and Oregon Project
Pro j ect Independence. The
agency is not a direot service provider but through funding makes
possible the provision of services locally.
In implementation of the above responsibilities the state agency
has developed through federal mandate (the Amendments to the
Older Amerioans Act
Aot of 1913
1973 and 1915)
1975) a network of "area agencies
on aging" and other funded programs located in each of the 14
administrative districts. These organizations are to plan, coco
ordinate and develop resources for a system of comprehensive
servioes
services for the elderly within the local area. By granting
funds from Title III (Community Programs), Title IV-A (Training),
and Title VII (Nutrition) of the Older Americans Aot and by
contraoting for services under Oregon Project Independence
(alternate care services to institutionalization) with the Area
Agencies and programs outside area agencies,
agenCies, the Program on
Aging attempts to assure, through technioal assistance and onon
going monitoring and assessment, quality service to the over-60
population of Oregon in greatest need - the low-income, minority
elderly including those at "highest risk" of premature or inapproinappro
priate institutionalization.
Examples of services funded arel
ares transportation, escort, health
ae
screening and education, homemaker and in-home services such a8
home repair, winterization, chore and housekeeper services, hot
meals at congregate meal sites, "home-delivered
home-de livered meals to the homehome
bound, outreach, information and referral with follow-up, etc.
II. Current and Proposed };Jrograms
}Jrograms
A.

Funding Levels
The major source of federal funding comes from two Titles of
the Older American Act, Title III (State and Community Service
Programs) and Title VII (Nutrition Program for the Elderly).
Current annual funding levels as appropriated through the
fisoal year 1911
1977 Labor/HEW Appropriation Bill are as followsl
tle III
Ti tIe
Title VII

$1,328,702
11,328,102
2,216,399
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These funds are available through September 30, 1977.
B.

Allooation of Funds
The funds are allocated to the area agenoies and other funded
programs in each of the state's 14 administrative districts
on the basis of a formula which includes several factors:
60+ population, 60+ below poverty level, 60+ minority populapopula
tion, and a land mass factor to accommodate distances to and
from services in the many rural areas of the state.
In advance of the preparation of an annual plan by area
agencies for utilization of III and VII funds, then, the allotallot
ment to each of the districts is already known. The annual
plana are prepared by staff with the continuous involvement
of Advisory Councils of which over half the members are elderelder
ly consumers of the funded services. Additionally, public
hearings are held in each looal area statewide prior to
submission of the plan to the state agency for approval.

C.

Priority Services
The 1975 Amendments to the Older American Act specified four
priority services for dunding under the ~itle III State and
community programs. The services are: transportation, legal
oounseling, residential repair and in-home services. Oregon
already meets the criterial specified in the Act in that we
are already using one-third of our ~itle III allotment to
provide some or all of the four priority areas. Currently,
only minimal dollar amounts are going into legal counseling
in our state. We find primary attention focussed on in-home
services.

D.

ProgramS
Originally, Area Agencies on Aging numbered 7 in 1973 -- we
anticipate 15 in the new biennium. Also, nutrition projects
have increased from 5 in 1973 to 12 presently with 2 more to
sub
be added in the new biennium. We do not anticipate any substantive or major changes in the funded services currently in
place except for expansion or strengthening of services as
federal funding levels increase. For example, the federal
allotment of Title VII nutrition funds to Oregon has more
than doubled since 1973.
In the first quarter of the fiscal year ending September 30,
1976, 24,121 different individuals were served by the NutriNutri
tion ~rograms in the state either at congregate mealsites or
through home-delivered hot meals. In this quarter ending
September 30, 1976 302,463 meals were served. In this same
quarter, 15,556 elderly were provided transportation,
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20,238 information and referral services, 6,077 were concon
tacted through outreach activity, 561 were provided escort
service to medical services, meal sites, marketing, etc.,
64 received home services of one kind or another. Our year
end report showed 1,400 individuals receiving homemaker
services, 2,185 received a variety of other services.
All this information applies only to services federally
funded.

January 18, 1977
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mana
These presentations are in a managerial code, whereas the Minutes of the
Hearings before which the Testimony was
heard indicates that the legislative memmem
bers questions tended to emphasize a fisfis
cal-information coded approach.

Thus,

"Representative Marx asked for informainforma
tion on the numbers of individuals served
in each are by category," emphasis

added.

The Deputy Director said that

such information would be supplied.

The

legis
response to the questions of the legislature was in clear contrast to the
bureauoratic managerially coded testimony
of the senior officials.

The successful

information coded packaging of the data
requested is illustrated in the "Summary
Programs in DHR"
Statement of Elderly .Programs
Committee on March
presented to the Comaittee

1977.

17,

One page of the report is included

as an example of this successful packaging.

SUMMARY, ELDERLY PROGRAMS IINN DHR
As requested by Housing Committee
Committee on Aging
Representative Robert Marx,
Marx , Chairman
Program Administration
Description of Services Provided
PUBLIC WELFARE DIVISION
Aid to Blind (AB)
No age requirements

Case loads
l oads
581

Medical: Old Age
Physicians
3,690
Hospitals
NA
Nursing Homes: Skilled
457
Nursing Homes: Semi-Skilled
6,193
Drugs
7,822
Den
tal
Dental
181
Transportation
598
Visual
185
Miscellaneous Medical
340
Medicheck
22
**Both
Bo t h skilled
ski 11 e d and semi-skilled
semi - skilled payments
AFCjGFC
AFC/GFC
Special Funding (GFC)
Home for Aged Non-ICF
Housekeepers
Homemakers
Home Delivered Meals
Housekeeper Meals
Mea ls
Activity Centers
Sheltered Workshops

536
652
1,083
82
82
140
109
9
2

March 17, 19
1977
77
ONE RECENT MONTH*
MONTH*
Source of
Funding
All General
Fund

Total
Expenditures

$

21,605.28
21,605. 28

Federal Match
55.54%
$
58.32%%
58.32
58.15%%
58.15
57.03%
57.03%
56.03%%
56.03
55.40%
55.40%
56.35%%
56.35
55.04%%
55.04
58.76%%
58.76
Federal
75%%
75
75%
75%
75%
75%
75%%
75
75%%
75
75%
75%
75%%
75
75%%
75

96,917
93,318
$2,
7l5, 857*
$2,715,857*
185,675
15,718
12,529
4,107
56,375
56,3
75
3,153
$ 32,302
21,167
50,120
105,442
7,478
7 ,4 78
4,584
4,176
1,093
172

Eligibility
Age: No age requirement
Blindness: Must meet SSA
definition of blindness
Income: Below OSIP st
standards
andards
$204.85
Resources: Same as OAA
65 or over and eligible for
SSI or eligible except for
monthly income above SSI
Standards.
Sta nd ards. Must have monthly
countable income below PWD
monthly assistance
a ssistance standards.
Cannot have accumulated rere
serves
serve s over $1,500 (or $2,250
for a couple at a time, exex
cluding their home.
horne.
Recipients of SSI, OSIP or
General Assistance or Title
XIX
Information provided covers
persons 65 years of age or
older
......
......
Vl
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d.

The Bureaucratic!Managerial-Bureaucratic!
Delivery Interface

(E in Figure 1)

Most of the materials relating to
the development of alternatives for the
reorganization of DHR are located in the i
interface.

Typical managerial codings

will be found in FWD internal memos on
reorganization FWD organizational charts,
and Bill drafts for the proposed changes.
An

example of a managerially coded

internal memo is one from the AdministraAdministra
tor of Public Welfare to the entire FWD
on March 11, 1977 concerning reorganizareorganiza
tion.

A partial reproduction of the memo

concerning reorganization notes both the
emphasis on managerial goals-smoother
~oals-smoother
operations, etc., and personnel matters.
absolute
The last month has been an abaolute
flurry with our present and upcoming budbud
get hearings, the unveiling by Governor
Straub of our proposed national welfare
r ef orm plan (mo re about this later) and
the day-to-day business of keeping FWD
wheels turning.
The main topic for talk these days
seems to be our reorganization. Frankly,
I'm still working on the last bits and
pieces hoping to achieve a smoother interinter
face within and between sections. But let
me tell you why I jumped in, feet first,
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to reorganize the division with just a few
months tenure under my belt. It seemed as
if everyday I was called upon to put out
forest fires ••• brush fires I could have
handled ••• but forest fires were just too
much. So I looked at the what, the why,
com
the where and the how ••• and I felt compelled to restructure a& division that has a
tremendous potential.
Now with our six sections (PERSONNEL
MANAGEMl!liT AND DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH AND
MANAGEMl!lrr
SOCIAL SERVICES, INCOME MAINTENANCE,
BUSINESS SERVICES, OPERATIONS REVIEW AND
FIELD OPERATIONS), we have a much clearer
relationship between the field and programs.
We also have a clearer definition between
functions and responsibilities. And,
finally, I think we now have a rational
responsi
grouping of like functions and responsibilities plus the workload has been
equalized a bit better.
un
I know it's been a hectic and unsettling time for some--an exciting time
for others. People have been shifted from
one unit to another--from one section to
another--from one floor to another. And
I understand there's a rumor floating aa
round about massive lay-offs. Nonsense!
I might be reshuffling but I'm not laying
off anyone. Due to budgetary constraints,
some vacant positions might be frozen un
until the end of this biennium but one thing
I do know--I need all the staff I have, I
need all the support you can give me, I
want to make your job more pleasant.
out lining the new oror
The flow chart outlining
ganizational format is also a typical
managerially coded document; its emphasis
is on the hierarchial structure rather than
relation
on an analysis of the operative relationships that would be characteristic of a
flow chart framed in an information code.

;'I) bli c

~[ c lfa rE~

Divi s ion
ion
NI STRATOR
Linda Ka ese r

AD~lI

N
N

I
N
I-'

I
-J
-.J
-J
-.J

Marlene Haug l and I
i
INFORr-lATION OFFICE1;--·-OFFICE1;--·- - - - + ---- -- - J ASSISTANT TO AOi·IIN.

I
....--_
- - -_ _ _
1 _

_

_

I

-,
.

John Cramer
PERSONNEL
GMT.& DEVELOPMENT

I
I

I

-- -- ---~--------

Gary Gomez
FIELD

I'

OPERATIONS

Leo Hegstrom
INCOME
MAINTENANCE

Hazel Hays
HEALTH AND
SOCIAL SERVICES

Bi 11 Todd
OPERATIONS
REVIEW

Personne 1 Mgmt.

PWD Reception

Assistance

Long-Term Care

Financial Audit

Union/Cl vil Servo

Volunteer Servo

Food Stamps

Qual ity Control

Prof. Co ntacts

Regional Managers

Support Services

Health and Social
Services to
Fami 1 i es

Overpayments

Provider Relations

Investigations

Medicaid and Title
Program
~lon ito ring
~lonitoring

Hearings

Human Re source

ce\

[E\

Staff De velopment

Clackamas
Jackson
Lane
Linn
Marion
Multnomah
Umatilla
Wasco

XX
.xx

Commun. Distribut.

Operational Audit

Wm. Vern Fisher
BUSINESS
SERVICES

Info. Sys tems
Proj. t1gmt.
tlgmt.

?,
7,

Fiscal
Financial ~
Statisti cal Rptg
Administrative
Servi ces
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The Bill draft furnishes another
example of managerial coding in that it
expresses the managerial concepts that
are desired by Governor's Committee on
Aging when they are seeking support from
DHR officials before the bill is sent to
Legislative Council for translation
into legal form.

While seeking support,

the GCOA operated in a managerial code
in order to seek to protect their interests
within the bureaucratic structure.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT

March 28, 1977

in
The following amendments and suggestions are presented for incorporation in a new bill, a revision of House Bill 3133, which was
introduced in the 1975 l egisl ation by the Hous e Committee on Aging,
chaired by Representative Ralph Groener. The bill is an act relating
to senior services and senior citizens. Section 1. The Governor's
Commission on Aging is created. The Commission shall consist of 19
members for terms of three years. Prior to making appointments, the
or
Governor shall request and consider recommendations from senior organizations in the State of Oregon.
The Governor shall designate a member to serve at his pleasure
as chairman for a term of three years with such duties as the
Governor shall prescribe.
The membership of the Commission shall be composed of members
broadly representative of major voluntary agencies who are experienced
elder
in or have demonstrated particular interest in the needs of the elderly and shall also include ten members who are consumers of servioes
under the aging programs, including low income and minority older perper
sons at least in proportion to the number of minority and older persons
in the State of Oregon.
The Governor's Commission on Aging shall be granted statutory
pro
authority to review budgets of public agencies' senior citizen programs, reoommendations on such budgets, review of and recommendations
on senior service programs, analysis and gaps in such services, and
sec
suggestions on remedying them, alerting the private and publio sectors on new trends and developments of aging, state-wide advocacy,
and innovative approaches.
The Governor's Commission on Aging shall have legal authority
and shall act on these matters. It shall be responsible to the
Governor's Office for senior citizens affairs. It shall also bring
to the attention of the Director of the Department of Human Resources,
assist
senior citizens' affairs, and trends and needs. The special assistant on senior services within the Department of Human Res
ources shall
Resources
serve as the executive officer of the Governor's Commission on Aging.
All special programs on aging within the Department of Human
Resources shall be united within the new division of aging within
the Department of Human Resources. The Division on Aging shall be
headed by an assistant administrator for aging in t he Department of
Human Resources Director's Office.
Within this Division of Aging shall be located the special
assistant on senior services and the manager of the state program on
aging. They shall report directly to the assistant administrator of
aging.
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An ombudsman on aging shall be created in the Governor's office.
Advocacy of and for the aging shall be located in the Governor's
office. The ombudsman on aging shall have the responsibility of propro
tecting and furthering the interests of the aged in relationshi p to
the public agencies and private programs in the State.
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e.

Bureaucratic/Delivery-Public/Client
Interface

(C in Figure 1)

Of all of the documentary evidence
utilized to illustrate the coding types,
the materials here are the most straight
forward.

informa
The forms which embody informa-

tion codes used to determine eligibility
for programs are almost classic examples
of an information code with a series of
more or less clear criteria for the
evaluation of a client's position vis a
vie a program.

The excerpt from form

FWD 415B is a good example of the use of
eligi
information codes to determine eligibility.

S r f, r ;O ~~r.
0>-1
r.',', ( I NN
DUBL I( N[
N[LF
LF AR[ D I V I S I ON
ON

PROGRAM
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pW D 4158
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\ \..
WKR

NUMBER
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,

"'-.. . .........

1I 1 /73
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APPLICATION FOR OREGON MEDICAL ASS
ISTANCE
ASSISTANCE
£; SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME PROGRAM

FILE
V

CASE NAME

BENEfiT S
ME
(SS I) BENEfIT
SECURI Tr I NCO
NCOH
E (SSI)
ro u ARE
ELII GIBL
E POR
EMENTAL
ARE EL
GIBLE
fO R SUPPL
SUPPLEM
ENTAL SECURIT
YMEn IISS HADE
PAYNENT
HA DE ONLY
ONL Y IF'
If rou
NOTI
NOTI CE: PA

DATE FORM
FORfo1 REQUESTED:

TELEPHON E:

FULL NAME:

RETURNED:
ZI P CODE:

MAILING ADDRESS:

1- LI
ST THE PERSONS FOR WHOM YOU ARE APPLYING:
LIST

..•

1.

2.

3.

DYES ONO

DYES DNo
ONO

ONO
DYES DNO

DYES D

NAME YOURSELF AND OTHERS YOU WANT PAYMENT FOR

2. LEGAL RELATIONSHIP TO ME·.·.····
ME· ... •••• ••• •••••••••••••••

3.

SELF

SOCI AL SECURI TY NUMBER •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~. DATE OF BIRTH········································
'-.

oNO
RESS······ •••••• DYES ONO
5. LIVING WITH ME AT ABOVE NAM ED ADD RESS·····

WH ERE ••••••••••••••
6. IF NOT LIVING WITH YOU, TELL WHERE

7.

HAS ANYONE APPL
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I NCOM E (SS I ) ? ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••'•••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• DYES DNO
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B.
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IF·YES",

D

APPROVED

D
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o
o

D

WAITING A DECISION

OWAITING A DECISION
OWAITING A DECISION DWAITING
DWAITING

<

IF 'YES', I.UT
WII AT TYPE
TY PE OF .PPLI
CA Ti ••••••••
APPlICATlO'
••••••
FOR SS I?

NO

o
o

o

WHAT WAS THE DECiSiON?.····
DECiSiON?.. ••••

o
o

0

D

APPROVED

D

DEN I ED

D

APPROVED

D

DEN I ED

APPLICATION DATE:

APPLICATION DATE:

APPL
I CATION
APPLICATION

o
o
o

o
o
o

D

OLD AGE

D

BLIND
BL IND

o
o

D

DISABLED

DOl
001 SABLED

D

OLD AGE

D

BLIND

D

OLD AGE

D

BLIND

0 I SABLED
DOl

DATE:

8.

o

\niH KIND OF HELP ARE YOU APPLYING FOR?

BOTH LIVING &
MEDI CAL EXPENSES

OMEDICAL ONLY

o
9.

IF ·YES·,

CHECK THE AVERAGE

AMOU~T

PER HON
MON TH

WHERE DOES THE MONEY COME FROM ?

10.

IS ANYON E ON
IF ·YES· ,

1I.

o

NO

FOOD STAMPS

DYES ONO

o

o
o
o

BOTH LI VING &
MEDICAL EXPENSES
MEDICAL ONLY
FOOD STAMPS

DYES 0

NO

0$7.50 thru $19
0$1.50

0$7.50 thru $19
0$1.50

o
o

0520 or mo r e

0$20 or more

0$20 or mo re

DYES ONO

OYEsO 110

SO thru $1.50
$7.50

A SP EC I AL DIET BY DOCTORS ORDERS? DYES ONO

$0 t h ru S1.
S7. 50

SO th ru

S7.50
S1.50

$1.50
$ 7.50 t h r u $19

TELL US

A.

KIND OF DIET:

B.

DOCTOR'S NAHE
NAME AND ADDRESS:

DOES ANYON E HAVE ANY OF THESE INSURANCES?
(H)
IF SO,

o

BOTH LIVING &
MEDICAL EXPENSES

OMEDICAL ONLY

FOOD STAMPS

NCOM
COM [? ... .-.........""W""IrTW ........ ~ ........... .....-• •• DYES O
DOES ANYONE HAVE I N

o

PLEASE CHECK

(Ll

o
o

o
o

MED I CARE
HED
OTHER HEALTH
LIFE INS.
BURl AL

IN S.

INS.

o
o
o

MEDICARE
OTHER HEALTH INS.

OLIFf INS.
BURl AL

INS.

OMEDICARE

o
o
o
O

OTHER HUL TH
LIFE INS.
BURIAL

INS.

INS.
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However, this data is not sufficient
alone in deciding in grey areas.

Here the

inputs from the forms are evaluated by the
Rules and Regulations of the FWD, and these
being managerially coded often need techtech
nical assistance from the information
oriented opinions of the Attorney General.
Indeed, it was the poor interface in these
areas that led to public outcry that in
turn led to the reorganization of the DHR.
This short review of the types of
documentation and their place in the model
will permit us to proceed with an analysis
of the various reorganization alternatives.

4.

Analysis of Decision Alternatives
The latent function of elderly programs
and the other apparatus developed as countercounter
weights to FWD has led to the development of a
series of alternatives possible decisions in
reorganization.

Since these alternatives are

the focus of this analysis our presentation
polit
will include both a manifest and latent political effect as well as an analysis of the
coding wherein the alternatives are presented.
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a.

Alternative One:

Bureaucratized DHR

This alternative would extend the
bureaucratic control to include all of the
aspects of DHR, in effect extending DHR
control over FWD and Elderly Programs and
SPOA.

Manifestly the situation would be

presented in managerial language, most
likely in a traditional mode.

The agruagru

.ants would all be along lines of rationration
alization of function; tighter control
and cost effectiveness.

Greater effieffi

ciency would be promised.

Documents that

are framed along these lines are to be
found in the presentations of proposals
for reorganization from the deputy of DHR
who is a career bureaucrat.
The Deputy Director of DHR addressed
the Governor's Committee on Aging in April
of

1977.

In his presentation he outlined

the proposed reorganization that sought
the above aims.

His remarks emphasized

efficiency in operations and administraadministra
tive simplification and the clarification
of responsibilities that would accrue if the
DHR were to inClude FWD, SPOA and Elderly
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Programs under one bureaucratic structure.
(Field notes GCOA meeting April 1977)
Such a proposa l, when presented in a
managerial code package, will probably not
receive support at the legislative interinter
face unless there is far greater input
along fiscal lines to demonstrate that cost
reductions will indeed be made.
b.

Alternative Two:
Two~

No Changes from Current

Organization
This alternative would represent the
failure of the politicians to control DHR,
as well as DHR's failure to extend its
domain over FWD, with

Elderly Programs

and SPOA remaining independent of control
by DHR.

The selection of this alternative

is thus latently a standoff.

Manifestly,

the programs for seniors would continue to
serve as a countervailing power base, but
their effectiveness would only last as
long as Federal interest in aging continued
to be in style.

Proposals along lines to

maintain the current status, assuming that
the power balance does not shift to permit
another alternative-would probably be
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phrased in general systems theory codes.
Currently the independence and autonomy

of many of the programs f or senior citizens
is supported by the public speeches and
appearances of the governor and the adad
vocacy role of the Governor's Committee
on aging.

This latter body is an instruinstru

ment that operates at the politician/
representative-public/voter interface in
support of various interests in legislalegisla
tion and proposed actions.
c.

Alternative Three,

Reorganization with

Policy Non Bureaucratic

(LC 2549)

Politically this alternative would
see DHR control FWD, all of the elderly
programs mentioned above, etc., under unun
classified personnel in policy forming
positions.

These latter thus serve at

"the pleasure of the governor", e.g., not
civil service, but political appointments,
and are thus separate from the bureaucracy.
The manifest statements of this reorganireorgani
zation would be similar to those expressed
by alternative one-rationalization, cost
effectiveness, etc.

However, the latent
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political meaning of this alternative
would be that the politicians-in the
Executive departments-had reestablished
control over the policy areas by forcing
FWD to become a division of DHR.

Separate

division for the elderly programs would
insure that public advocacy would continue
within the department.

This direct access

to Governor and Head of DHR would tend to
break the control of information that is
characteristic of traditional bureaucracy.
Budget control would now be in hands of
Director of DHR, not FWD.
The most effective language form for
this proposal would be to frame the prepre
sentation into an information code. SupSup
porting testimony to the legislature
should be in these terms, not in manamana
gerial codes.

An example of successful

packaging of a proposal in information
terms as against managerial codes when
interfacing with the legislative/fiscal
interface may be found in the reception
given to the Summary of Elderly presented
in information codes (Programs in DHR
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dated March 17, 1977, page 115) as against
a series of managerial codes on the same
subject (Joint Senate-House Committee on
Aging, January 18, 1977, page 116).
d.

Alternative Four:

Reorganization with

Limited Bureaucracy and GCOA as a
Counterweight
Finally, there is an alternative
that would make Elderly Programs and SPOA
a division under DHR.

FWD would also be a

sep
division, but would remain essentially separate.

DHR would thus utilizes some funds

from Elderly Programs as a counterweight
to FWD, but would also have the Governor's
Committee serve to review all materials
that affect the services to the elderlyin effect a Commission with review powers.
Politically this alternative has
little chance as it stands.

However, as it

is the alternative proposed by the public
(through GCOA), it will have some impact
on the final plan that evolves.

It has

already led to a modification of the
original form of the bill that incorporated
alternative three (Revised Form LC 2549 of
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Marx's Bill).

Much of the success that

the GCOA has had may be found in their

more or less consistent success in packpack
aging their proposals.

ex
In all of the ex-

amples examined, this group has a better
record of presenting data along lines that
the model predicts as most likely to sucsuc
ceed in translation.

Their ability to do

this, thus, makes GCOA an effective
counterweight to the bureaucracy.
The model thus predicts a number of
possibilities with reference to these
alternatives.
1.

The bureaucratization of DHR-alternaDHR-alterna
tive one-will fail, both because of
political pressures against such a
course, and because proposals that
inap
seek this end are framed in an inappropriate managerial code.

infor
An infor-

mation code package for this proposal
would increase its chances, but
probably not enough to achieve this
alternative.
2.

The standoff situation-alternative
two-may occur, and if it does the
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success of GCOA in presenting its
materials in appropriate codes (usually
information or general systems codes)
vill
will continue to make this agency the
major vehicle to block the bureaucratic
designs embodied in the first alternaalterna
tive.

3.

The reorganization with limitations on
bureaucracy has the greatest chance of
passage.

in
This alternative will in-

crease its chance of acceptance if the
legislator (Rep. Marx) in seeking supsup
appro
port presents his material in appropriate codes:

information codes for

other legislators; managerial codes
for the bureaucracy, and general syssys
tems theory codes for the public.

4.

This alternative has already had some
alterna
success in modifying the third alternative to retain GCOA (LC 2549).

It may

well suoceed in attaining its proposed
reviev
review povers,
powers, but in an advisory
capacity only.

The fact that GCOA is

successfully applying the coded propro
cedures demanded by the model may be
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taken as evidence of verification of
the predictions that correct forms of
proposal packaging leads to increased
chances of success.

If review powers

are granted, i.e., GCOA becomes a
Commission then this will represent
a victory by the bureaucracy over
the advocacy role.

The most likely

outcome is that GCOA will remain in
an advising capacity with some addiaddi
tional Budget/Program review responrespon
sibility over programs receiving
Senior Citizens.
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CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL FOR SOCIAL PLANNING
The Bodel
model described in this paper has several important feafea
tures that are of import for social planning.

In this ohapter we

shall seek to make these features explicit as well as to note the
limitations of the model and suggest possible future research develdevel
opment of the approaches developed in the previous chapters.
Among the single BOSt
most important characteristics of the model
is universality with respect to the level of analysis.

By univeruniver

sality with respect to the level of analysis, we mean that this model
is applicable both within and between an agency context.

At the

present tiae
time inter and intra agency analysis depends upon different
modeling approaches.

(Neghandi, 1915)

The model proposed here forms

a single frame of reference for the analysis of decision making; the
three basic subsystems
Bubsystems exist at all levels of inter or intra agency
contact.

level
The linguistic codes used between interfaces are not level-

specific, but rather are a function of the particular interface concon
cerned.

Since the three basic subsystems and the six interfaces are

thus general in nature, the coding problems identified and discussed
in this presentation are also general in nature.
This generality of approach, or universality of the model for
all inter and intra agency contexts is important for planners in
that it not only eliainates
eliminates the plethora of modeling that nov
now clouds
decision making and thus saves costs in the planning effort; it
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facilitates com.unications amongst planners themselves.

This latter

aspect is important; planners often weaken their efforts by not

coa.onalitt y a mongst themsel ves -each group being tied to
achieving a coa.onali
a partioular approach or technique that is at odds with the assumpassump
tions of other approaches and techniques.
ourrent
antip
This diversity of our
rent approaches and their mutual antipathy was discussed in Chapter I.

The systems approach, and the model

communi
that was derived from it however, permits a commonality of communications amongst planners.

It identifies the particular locus for a

planner and guides him, at least potentially, into the requisite
needs for the translation of his ideas into the proper code so that
his concepts may be considered rather than suffer rejection on coding
aloneoo
grounds alone
A second important facet of the model is that it is able to
analyse processes rather than the products of change.

Other modeling

approaches-value theory, conflict theory, and structural functional
theory all are post hoc.

That is, their analytical outputs depend

upon the completion of the action being considered before they can
provide a basis for planning.

The ability of planning efforts based

upon these theories is woefully lacking in predictive (Levy, 1968)0
The ability of a model to predict is a fundamental feature for
Braith
its acceptability as a scientific construct (Popper, 1965; Braithwaite, 1953).

However, it is important to remember the limits of the

predictions made by the model.

The model only claims to predict the

outcomes of the exchanges or translations made over the interfaces
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identified in the model.

That is, it only predicts that material

formulated in a code appropriate to an interface will possess a
greater potential of accomplishing communication across that interinter
face than if it is formulated in a code that is inappropriate.

The

model does not predict the final outcome of a political exchange
over these interfaces.

Thus, with respect to the alternative

courses of action delineated in Chapter IV regarding the reorganireorgani
zation of the Department of Human Resources, the model only predicts
the potential efficacy of framing the proposals in the appropriate
code; other political factors not related to the communications that
occur over the interfaces will be far more important in determining
the final outcome.

The model does predict that proposals framed

in the appropriate oodes will increase the probability of the
acoeptance of that alternative.

This was demonstrated, and the prepre

diction was partially verified, when the third alternative (Marx
bill in original form was modified to include proposals of alterna
alternative four in LC 2549).
The two major features of the model, its universality with
respect to level of analysis and its ability to predict, provides
the social planner with potentially useful insights into the decision
making process.

In utilizing the model the planner may accomplish a

number of important tasks in both conceptualizing the problem and
implementa
designing his plan to include the maximal potential for implementation.

This latter factor is often lost in a planning effort (Bolan

ignored
and Nuttall, 1975; and for an example where this factor was ignored-
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Piven and Cloward,

1975).

Among these potential applications for social planning then

it is poss
ible to identify the followingz
possible
following I
1.

Greater ability on the part of the planner to
conceptualize the task as a whole.

The model,

based as it is on a systems approach emphaempha
pro
sizes the need, visualize the suggested pro-

posal as affecting the entire network of a
social service system-the political factor,
the public factor and the bureaucratic-adbureaucratic-ad
ministrative factor.

Any proposal in social

planning will need to pass through all three
areas; planning cannot be done effectively

within one sphere alone.
20

Greater ability on the part of the planner
to conceptualize the frame of reference that
is used by members of each subsystem of the
whole.

Social planning, affecting all aspects

of the whole on its formulations, can when
the model is applied gain some insight into
the differences between how a problem is unun
subsys
derstood by the members of the three subsys-

tems.

What appears as a problem to a planner

in the bureaucratic subsystem, may well
appear as a vital feature of an operative
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system by a member of the political subsystem.
The applioation of the model thus gives the

planner the ability to frame the problem and
proposed solutions within the context of the
whole social service system.

3.

Greater ability on the part of the social
planner to frame his proposal in a code packpack
age that will assure maximal communication of
his proposals to all segments of the system.
The entire purpose of the model is, of course,
to enhance the chances of acceptance of a
planning proposal on the part of the public,
administrative and political sectors.

The

research above has illustrated the role of
appropriate coding in such implemenative
efforts.

4.

Finally there is a greater ability on the
part of the social planner to continue to
administer a program with adequate support
since communications about the programs
operations and needs for possible amendments
to the program-once instituted-may now be
framed in an appropriate code as indicated
by the model.
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Areas for Further Research
While the model as presented is a valuable tool for social
planners in its present
t here a r e s everal
everal areas that further
pr esent f orm , there
research and development might be utilized in order to extend and
refine the model's capabilities.

Many of the following suggested

areas of development were not accomplished in this initial effort
because of budget and temporal restrictions.
The initial area for extension of the model probably lies in
the refining of the test instrument.

sub
The rough, and somewhat sub-

jective analysis of documentary evidences of coding procedures and
usage could be extended to include a well developed test instrument
where individuals located within a particular role position within
the system could be tested as to the degree he or she was influenced
by a particular code.

If possible, personnel upon shifting roles,

could be retested and the degree of change in code usage and
preference could then the accurately tied to a position within the

•

social service system structure.

It might well be that correlations

between code preferences correlate with other psychological and/or
social psychological test instruments in a predictable manner so
that evidence gathered in one area could have a greater analytical
power through linking a series of results-viz., if a high score on
aI, 1946) has a high
an authoritarism scale (F scale) (Adorno et al,

correlation with a preference for managerial languages or codes,
then managerial language or code usage is indicative of other psychopsycho
social behaviors than mere position within a system structure alone
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would indioate.
Similar analytical efforts could be tied together in reverse
( provided t ha t the c orre lation was indeed there) so that planners who
wish to write job descriptions within a proposal could specify cercer
tain psychological test results as being preferable for persons to
fill certain positions.

Thus if, for example, a high F score did

have a high correlation with a managerial code, and the position was
one that the planner expected to have change within the proposal,
then persons with low F scores, but with minimal capability in
managerial languages might prove optimal.
Aside from these applications of a quantified sort, the model
also serves to provide a sociological context to content analysis
beyond the ideological interpretation that has been the case with
most such etudies.

(Bendix and Lipset, 1966)

The model is in fact

an adaptation of content analysis procedures, but the locus of the
codes within an administrative-service delivery-political network is
beyond the previous applications that have so far been made in this
area.

Nathan Leites application of a modified, but non quantifiable

psycho-analytically based, "operational code" for the analysis of
Soviet deoision makers in 1951 did not lend itself to extension as
it was case speoific, and non replicable.

The model presented here

permits the analysis of the operative codes of persons or instituinstitu
tions that are in particular interface with each other regardless of
the scale of the unit involved, and has the potential for quantifiquantifi
cation and measurement.
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If improved instruments were indeed to be made available, then
in addition to forming a contextual basis for the interpretation of
social and psychological test materials, the model could also be
applied to an array of types of change situations beyond the limited
scope of a reorganization effort as utilized here.

Most
Moat social

institutional situations, at least in complex societies, include the
three aspects that form the basis of the model-political, public
and administrative.

If, upon application to situations where change

included not only shifts in procedures, as in the reorganization
instance, but technological innovations or basic changes or
differences in political procedures, then the value of the model's
universality might well be demonstrated, or its limitations duly
notedo
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